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INITIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 
National Institute of Food and Agriculture 
United States Department of Agriculture 

Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance. The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) 
Phase I is listed in the Assistance Listings under the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
number 10.212. 

Table 1: Key Dates and Deadlines 
Task Description Deadline 

Application: FY 2022: 5:00 P.M. Eastern, November 3, 2021 [Ref to Part I § C of 
this RFA] 

FY 2023: October 6, 2022 
Letter of Intent: Not Required 

Applicants 
Comments: 

Within six months from the issuance of this notice 
(NIFA may not consider comments received after the sixth month) 

Stakeholder Input. The National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) seeks comments on 
all request for applications (RFAs) so it can deliver programs efficiently, effectively, with 
integrity, and with a focus on customer service. NIFA considers comments, to the extent possible 
when developing RFAs and use comments to help meet the requirements of § 103(c)(2) of the 
Agricultural Research, Extension, and Education Reform Act of 1998 (7 U.S.C. 7613(c)(2)). 
Applicants may submit written comments to Policy@usda.gov (email is for comments only). 
Please use the following subject line: Response to the Small Business Innovation Research Phase 
I RFA.  

https://nifa.usda.gov/sites/default/files/resource/Agricultural-Research-Extension-and-Education-Reform-Act-of-1998.pdf
https://nifa.usda.gov/sites/default/files/resource/Agricultural-Research-Extension-and-Education-Reform-Act-of-1998.pdf
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=(title:7%20section:7613%20edition:prelim)%20OR%20(granuleid:USC-prelim-title7-section7613)&f=treesort&edition=prelim&num=0&jumpTo=true
mailto:Policy@usda.gov
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This notice identifies the objectives for the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase I 
projects, deadlines, funding information, eligibility criteria for projects and applicants, and 
application forms and associated instructions.  
 
The USDA SBIR program focuses on transforming scientific discovery into products and 
services with commercial potential and/or societal benefit. Unlike fundamental research, the 
USDA SBIR program supports small businesses in the creation of innovative, disruptive 
technologies and enables the application of research advancements from conception into the 
market. 
 
Different from most other investors, the USDA SBIR Program funds early or "seed" stage 
research and development that has a commercial potential. The program provides equity-free 
funding and entrepreneurial support at the earliest stages of company and technology 
development. 
 
This RFA is being released prior to the passage of an appropriations act for FY 2022. Enactment 
of additional continuing resolutions or an appropriations act may affect the availability or level 
of funding for this program and may delay the start date of Phase I grants.
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PART I. FUNDING OPPORTUNITY DESCRIPTION 
 

A. Legislative Authority  
The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2017 (Pub. L. 114–328, § 1834(a) 
Extension of SBIR and STTR programs) amended the SBIR Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. § 
638b) and extended its implementation through September 30, 2022.  Policy is provided by the 
Small Business Administration (SBA) through the SBIR Policy Directive. A main purpose of the 
legislation is to stimulate technological innovation and increase private sector 
commercialization. The USDA SBIR program is therefore in a unique position to meet both the 
goals of USDA and the purpose of the SBIR legislation by transforming scientific discovery and 
innovation into both social and economic benefit, and by emphasizing private sector 
commercialization. 
 
The SBIR program is congressionally mandated and intended to support scientific excellence and 
technological innovation through the investment of federal research funds to build a strong 
national economy by stimulating technological innovation in the private sector; strengthening the 
role of small business in meeting federal research and development needs; increasing the 
commercial application of federally supported research results; and fostering and encouraging 
participation by socially and economically disadvantaged and women-owned small businesses. 
 

B. Purpose and Priorities  
Because the USDA program currently has no specific procurement focus, the USDA offers ten 
(10) solicitation topic areas that are intended to permit a broad spectrum of eligible and 
innovative science- and technology-based small businesses to compete for funding. The topics 
are detailed within this solicitation. 
 
This program is administered by the National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) of the 
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). 
 
This program is subject to the provisions found at 7 CFR Part 3403.  These provisions set forth 
procedures to be followed when submitting grant applications, rules governing the evaluation of 
applications and the awarding of grants and regulations relating to the post-award administration 
of grant projects. 
 
The USDA NIFA SBIR program is carried out in three separate phases. This program 
solicitation is only for the preparation and submission of Phase I applications. The aim of a 
Phase I project should be to demonstrate technical feasibility of the proposed innovation and 
thereby bring the innovation closer to commercialization. Proposals should describe the 
development of an innovation that demonstrates the following characteristics: 
 

1. Involves a high degree of technical risk – for example, has never been attempted and/or 
successfully achieved and, is still facing technical hurdles (that the USDA-funded R&D 
work is intended to overcome). 

 
2. Has the potential for significant commercial impact and/or societal benefit, as evidenced 

by: having the potential to disrupt the targeted market segment; having good product-
market fit (as validated by customers); removing barriers to entry for competition; offering 

https://www.congress.gov/114/plaws/publ328/PLAW-114publ328.pdf
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid:USC-prelim-title15-section638b&num=0&edition=prelim
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid:USC-prelim-title15-section638b&num=0&edition=prelim
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?c=ecfr&SID=2a6f6bfbef4c918616eebe5353d0793c&rgn=div5&view=text&node=7:15.1.12.2.13&idno=7#7:15.1.12.2.13.1.17.2
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potential for societal benefit (through commercialization under a sustainable business 
model). 

3. Phase I awards may not exceed the listed maximum award amount for each Program Code 
for a period normally not to exceed eight (8) months. 

4. The Phase I application should concentrate on research that will significantly contribute to 
proving the scientific or technical feasibility of the approach or concept, describe the 
potential market for the innovation and will be a prerequisite to further USDA SBIR 
support in Phase II. 

 
Phase II applications continue the R&D developed under Phase I to commercialize the 
innovation. Phase II will require a more comprehensive application, outlining the proposed effort 
in detail and the commercialization strategy for the effort. Only prior Phase I grant recipients are 
eligible to submit a Phase II application at the conclusion of the Phase I grant period. USDA 
NIFA SBIR typically announces the Phase II RFA in early December with a deadline in early 
March. USDA NIFA recognizes that Phase I and II awards may not be sufficient in either dollars 
or time for the firm to complete the total R/R&D and the commercialization activities required to 
bring the project results to a marketplace. Therefore, completion of the research under these 
circumstances may have to be carried into Phase III. 
 
Phase III refers to work that derives from, extends, or logically concludes effort(s) performed 
under prior SBIR funding, but is funded by sources other than the SBIR Program. Phase III work 
is typically oriented towards commercialization of the SBIR innovation or technology. 
 
Global Engagement. NIFA supports global engagement that advances U.S. agricultural goals. 
NIFA recognizes that collaboration with international partners may be necessary to attain the 
agency's goals for U.S. agriculture, promote global competence of our nation’s future 
agricultural workforce, and promote safe and nutritious food security in a growing world. 
Therefore, although application to this RFA is limited to eligible U.S. institutions, applicants 
may collaborate with international partners, to include subcontracts to international partners or 
other institutions. Applications must clearly demonstrate benefits to the United States.  
 
The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase I Program is aligned with the following 
USDA Strategic Goals:  

Strategic Goal 2: Maximize the Ability of American Agricultural Producers To 
Prosper by Feeding and Clothing the World and specifically addresses Objectives 2.1, 
2.2, and 2.3. 
Strategic Goal 3: Promote American Agricultural Products and Exports and specifically 
addresses Objective 3.1. 
Strategic Goal 4: Facilitate Rural Prosperity and Economic Development and specifically 
addresses Objective 4.1. 
Strategic Goal 5: Strengthen the Stewardship of Private Lands Through Technology and 
Research and specifically addressed Objectives 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. 
Strategic Goal 6: Ensure Productive and Sustainable Use of our National Forest System 
Lands and specifically Objectives 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. 
Strategic Goal 7: Provide All Americans Access to a Safe, Nutritious, and Secure Food 
Supply and specifically Objectives 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3. 

https://www.usda.gov/sites/default/files/documents/usda-strategic-plan-2018-2022.pdf
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C. Program Area Description 
NIFA is soliciting applications under the following program areas: 

1. Forests and Related Resources  
2. Plant Production and Protection (Biology) 
3. Animal Production and Protection 
4. Conservation of Natural Resources 
5. Food Science and Nutrition 
6. Rural and Community Development 
7. Aquaculture 
8. Biofuels and Biobased Products 
9. Small and Mid-size Farms 
10. Plant Production and Protection (Engineering) 

 
Forests and Related Resources- Topic Area 8.1 
 
Contact Dr. Patrick Cassidy, NPL for SBIR Forests and Related Resources at 
patrick.cassidy@usda.gov or (202) 906-0614 regarding questions about the suitability of 
research topics or to arrange a telephone consultation. 
 
The Forests and Related Resources topic area aims to address the health, diversity and 
productivity of the Nation’s forests and grasslands to meet the needs of present and future 
generations through the development of environmentally sound approaches to increase 
productivity of forest lands, improve sustainability of forest resources, and develop value-added 
materials derived from woody resources. New technologies are needed to enhance the protection 
of the Nation’s forested lands and forest resources and help to ensure the continued existence of 
healthy and productive forest ecosystems.  Proposals focused on sustainable bioenergy and 
development of value-added biofuels from woody biomass, and on the influence of climate 
change on forest health and productivity are strongly encouraged. Proposals that utilize 
nanotechnology in their approach to developing new wood-based products or that utilize wood-
based nano-materials are also encouraged. 
 
To meet the identified needs in forestry and wood utilization, the program’s long-term goals (10 
years) are to achieve increased utilization of woody resources for value-added products from 
wood; healthy and sustainable forest ecosystems that are more resistant, resilient, and responsive 
to wildfires, the impact of pathogens and insects, and other disturbance events associated with 
climate change; improved environmental and economic methods of sustainable harvesting; and 
improved growth and yield of forest species that will lead to more efficient use of forested lands. 
  

mailto:patrick.cassidy@usda.gov
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Table 2: Forests and Related Resources Key Information 
Title Description 

Program Code: 8.1 
Program Code Name: Forests and Related Resources 

CFDA Number 10.212 
Project Type:  Research 
Grant Type: Standard 

Application Deadline FY 2022: November 3, 2021 
FY 2023: October 6, 2022 

Grant Duration: 8 Months  
Anticipated # of Awards: 5 

Maximum Award Amount: $175,000 or $181,500 with Technical and 
Business Assistance (TABA) 

Research Priorities: 
Examples of appropriate subtopics for research applications from small businesses include, but 
are not limited to the following: 

1. Growth and Yield 
Improving growing stock, tissue culture, genetic manipulation or vegetative reproduction of 
forest trees, and other means of increasing the regenerative abilities of forests; developing 
systems to increase the survival of newly planted trees through mechanical, physical or chemical 
means that are environmentally safe and through improved nutrient/water utilization; reducing 
the adverse impact of pathogens and insects by developing better methods to monitor infestations 
and improved control strategies for combating insects and pathogens that attack important woody 
species. 

2. Increasing the Utility of Forest-Grown Material 
Research to improve the yield of lumber, pulp fiber and specialty chemicals from trees; utilizing 
a greater percentage of the tree through improved techniques of production, for the creation of 
new or improved reconstituted products; developing better methods for manufacturing wood-
based products and testing products for performance and durability; and developing improved 
methods for the production of paper. 

3. Reducing Ecological Damage by Forest Operations 
Research to reduce soil erosion, compaction, water degradation or other alterations caused by 
harvesting and/or other forest operations, provisions for the economic recovery of resources from 
forests while raising potential productivity and reducing impacts to the ecological structure of the 
area of operation. 

4. Urban Forestry 
Research to promote the growth of forested land in urban areas, such as greenways, parks, and 
strategically planted urban trees, to address problems of forest fragmentation, the introduction of 
invasive species, and the impact of urban forested land on air and water quality and quality of 
life improvements. 
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5. Climate Change 
Research to address the issue of ecosystem adaptation to climate change, ways to enhance carbon 
sequestration and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, development of decision support tools for 
forest managers to deal with various types of risks and uncertainties associated to climate 
change, and markets for forest ecosystem services. 

6. Developing Technology that Facilitates the Management of Wildfires on Forest Lands 
Research that provides systems for detecting and managing wildfires; systems for reducing fuel 
loads in forests; tools and equipment for improving the efficacy and safety of fire fighters on the 
ground and in the air; and communication and navigation systems for improving the coordination 
of fire management activities. 
 
7. Sustainable Bioenergy and Development of Value-Added Products from Forest 
Resources  
Research for development of improved methods for the conversion of forest biomass into 
cellulosic biofuels (e.g., ethanol, biobutanol, jet aviation) and biobased products, including 
intermediate chemicals; development of new wood-based composite materials; development of 
local scale energy conversion projects that generate electricity and/or useful heat; and 
development of technologies that will mitigate carbon release from combustion. 
 
Other Key Information 
1. Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the NPL regarding the suitability of research 
topics. 
2. Applications that deal with the development of biofuels derived from non-woody agricultural 
crops should be submitted under topic area 8.8 Biofuels and Biobased Products. 
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Plant Production and Protection (Biology)- Topic Area 8.2 
 
Contact Dr. Kari Perez, NPL for SBIR Plant Production and Protection (Biology) at 
Kari.Perez@usda.gov or (816) 550-8047 regarding questions about the suitability of research 
topics or to arrange a telephone consultation. 

The objective of this topic area is to examine novel ways of enhancing crop production and 
protection by applying biological approaches to develop new methods for plant improvement and 
pest management; apply traditional plant breeding methods and/or new technologies to develop 
new food and non-food crop plants, develop diagnostic technologies for plant diseases; develop 
plant characteristics that reduce the harmful impact of plant pests, biotic, and abiotic stresses, as 
well as new genotypes of existing crop plants with characteristics that allow for their use in new 
commercial applications. 
 
Table 3: Plant Production and Protection (Biology) Key Information 
Title Description 

Program Code: 8.2 
Program Code Name: Plant Production and Protection (Biology) 

CFDA Number 10.212 
Project Type:  Research 
Grant Type: Standard 

Application Deadline November 3, 2021 
Grant Duration: 8 Months  

Anticipated # of Awards: 6 
Maximum Award Amount: $175,000 or $181,500 with TABA 

Research Priorities: 
Examples of appropriate subtopics for research applications from small businesses include, but 
are not limited to the following: 

1. Plant improvement 
Improved crop production using traditional plant breeding and biotechnology, including but not 
limited to, molecular biology, and mutagenesis, genomics, tissue culture, and/or embryogenesis 
to produce crops with new or improved quality, yield, agronomic, horticultural, value- added, 
and/or economic traits. Topics may include, but not limited to: 

a. Improvement of commercial floriculture production- 
Biological and/or technological approaches to improve the competitiveness of U.S.        
production of flowering potted plants, bedding plants, seasonal crops, annuals, 
perennials, and cut flowers. 

b. Development of new crops- 
Development of new crop plants as sources of food, non-food industrial or ornamental 
products. 

 
 

mailto:Kari.Perez@usda.gov
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2. Pollinators and crop production 
Projects that address the health and success of domesticated and natural pollinators of 
economically important crops. 
 

a. Plant protection against abiotic and/or biotic stresses 
Reduce the impact of biotic stresses (including plant pathogens, arthropod pests, and 
weeds), and abiotic stresses on crop plants including topics focused on various types of 
risks and uncertainties associated to climate change; increasing plant resistance to plant 
pathogens, arthropod pests, and abiotic stress including abiotic stress factors related to 
climate change. 
 

Topics may include, but are not limited to: 
i. Improved plant disease diagnostics- accurate, rapid, and cost-effective 

identification of causal agents in specialty crop plants at the earliest possible stage 
relative to manifestation of disease. 
 

ii. Bio-based approaches- 
To protect organically-grown and conventional crops from insect and nematode 
pests and diseases using bio-based approaches, including the development of 
decision aid systems that are information extensive and time sensitive. 
 

Other Key Information 
1. Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the NPL regarding the suitability of research 
topics. 
2. Phase I applications involving the development of transgenic crops would benefit by the 
inclusion of a brief description of the proposed path to commercialization, including an 
understanding of what will be needed to clear regulatory consideration. Phase II applications 
involving the development of transgenic crops should have an expanded section on how 
regulatory considerations will be met and market entry attained. 
3. Applications that deal with non-biological engineering technologies should be submitted to 
topic area 8.13 Plant Production and Protection-Engineering. 
4. Applications that deal with the genetic improvement and production of woody biomass 
feedstock crops should be submitted to the 8.1 Forest and Related Resources topic area. 
5. Applications that deal with the genetic improvement and production of algae should be 
submitted to the 8.7 Aquaculture topic area. 
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Animal Production and Protection- Topic Area 8.3 
 
Contact Dr. Robert Smith, NPL for SBIR Animal Production and Protection at 
Robert.M.Smith@usda.gov or (202) 445-3468 or Dr. Frank Siewerdt, NPL for SBIR 
Animal Production and Protection at Frank.Siewerdt@usda.gov or (816) 329-9746 
regarding questions about the suitability of research topics or to arrange a telephone consultation. 
 
Protein and other nutrients from animal sources are an important component of diets worldwide. 
Agricultural animals also provide skins, fiber, feathers and other products with economic 
importance. There is a growing need for these products as the global population expands and 
demand becomes higher also due to more disposable income for hundreds of millions of people. 
Fulfilling this need will require new technologies to improve both productivity and efficiency of 
food animals. The Animal Production and Protection topic area aims to support the development 
of innovative, marketable technologies that will provide significant benefit to the production and 
protection of agricultural animals. New technologies for rapid detection, point-of-care, treatment 
and prevention of disease are needed to improve productivity and enhance the biosecurity of our 
herds and flocks. Better technologies are also needed to develop and enhance alternatives to the 
use of antibiotics since pathogen resistance and human sensitivity to residue food products 
derived from animals have become of increasing concern. And there is an urgent need for 
technologies that decrease the impact of animal agriculture on the environment and optimize use 
of our natural resources, especially those that address carbon sequestration processes and provide  
an outlet for manure. Technological advances in animal production and protection will not only 
enhance the safety of the Nation’s food supply and contribute to environmental stewardship, they 
will also allow American producers to remain competitive in the global marketplace and 
contribute to global food security. 
 
Table 4: Animal Production and Protection Key Information 
Title Description 

Program Code: 8.3 
Program Code Name: Animal Production and Protection  

CFDA Number 10.212 
Project Type:  Research 
Grant Type: Standard 

Application Deadline November 3, 2021 
Grant Duration: 8 Months  

Anticipated # of Awards: 6 
Maximum Award Amount: $175,000 or $181,500 with TABA 

 
Research Priorities: 
Development of marketable technologies designed for use in agriculturally important animals 
that will: 

1. Improve production efficiency 
Areas of interest include improved fertility; increased feed efficiency; and translation of genomic 
information into practical use and benefit. 

mailto:Robert.M.Smith@usda.gov
mailto:Frank.Siewerdt@usda.gov
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2. Improve the safety and/or quality of end products derived from animals 
These technologies must be applicable in the pre-harvest environment. 

3. Improve animal health and well-being 
Examples of these technologies include new rapid, more accurate, point-of-care oriented and 
competitively priced diagnostics, therapeutics, vaccines and other immunization methods, 
biosecurity management tools, traceability methods, and animal handling methods and 
developing alternatives to the use of antibiotics. 
 
4. Improve the productivity of animals in modified conventional or alternative animal 
production systems 
Examples include non-confinement housing, pasture-based feeding systems, and organic 
systems. 
 
5. Mitigate climate change and the impacts of animal agriculture on the natural 
environment 
Areas of interest include technologies that decrease greenhouse gas emissions, improve carbon 
sequestration, or reduce the content of excretion of phosphorus and nitrogen and other nutrients 
in the manure or excreta, but does not include manure management. 
 
Other Key Information 
1. Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the NPL regarding the suitability of research 
proposals for this topic area. 
2. Applications that deal with post-harvest technologies for foods derived from animals should 
be submitted under topic area 8.5 Food Science and Nutrition. 
3. Applications that deal with mitigation of pollution through manure management should be 
submitted under topic area 8.4 Conservation of Natural Resources. 
4. Applications that deal with transformation of manure into production of biofuels and biobased 
products should be submitted under topic area 8.8 Biofuels and Biobased Products. 
5. Applications that deal with aquaculture species should be submitted under topic area 8.7 
Aquaculture. 
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Conservation of Natural Resources- Topic Area 8.4 

Contact Dr. James Dobrowolski, NPL for SBIR Conservation of Natural Resources at 
James.Dobrowolski@usda.gov or (202) 420-8918 or Dr. Sandeep Kumar, NPL for SBIR 
Conservation of Natural Resources at Sandeep.Kumar@usda.gov regarding questions about 
the suitability of research topics or to arrange a telephone consultation. 

The goal of the program is to commercialize innovative technologies that are developed with the 
purpose to conserve, monitor, improve and/or protect the quality and/or quantity of natural 
resources and reduce potential waste streams while sustaining climate-smart, optimal farm and 
forest productivity and profitability. The objective of this topic area is the conservation of soil, 
water, air, and other natural resources on landscapes that produce agricultural, natural and 
forest/rangeland goods and services. We encourage new technologies and innovations applying 
circular agriculture principles that will make use of waste or byproducts, help improve soil 
health, reduce soil erosion, improve water and air quality, improve nutrient management and 
conserve and use water more effectively. 

Table 5: Conservation of Natural Resources Key Information 
Title Description 

Program Code: 8.4 
Program Code Name: Conservation of Natural Resources 

CFDA Number 10.212 
Project Type: Research 
Grant Type: Standard 

Application Deadline November 3, 2021 
Grant Duration: 8 Months 

Anticipated # of Awards: 7 
Maximum Award Amount: $175,000 or $181,500 with TABA 

Research Priorities:  
Examples of appropriate subtopics for research applications from small businesses include, but 
are not limited to, the following:  

1. Water Quality and Quantity
Develop new and innovative technologies to improve water management and conservation at the
farm- and watershed-scales and monitor the quality of surface water and groundwater resources
for biotic and abiotic pollutants. Create improved technologies focused on the use of
nontraditional water sources (treated wastewater, agricultural return flows and produced water
from minerals extraction) for agricultural irrigation, and improve irrigation technologies to
provide superior timing, distribution and cost-effective delivery of water and chemicals for the
optimal growth of agricultural products, natural and forest/rangeland goods and services.

2. Soil Health
Research topic may include soil nutrient content, microbial functional activity related to nutrient
cycling, methods to remediate degraded soils, methods to monitor and increase soil carbon
storage capacity, and methods for monitoring and preventing soil erosion by wind and water.

mailto:James.Dobrowolski@usda.gov
mailto:Sandeep.Kumar@usda.gov
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3. Air Resources  
Develop new and improved technologies to monitor air quality and reduce air pollution 
stemming from agricultural enterprises, including manures from livestock and poultry production 
systems, and methane capture for use on- or off-farm.  
 
4. Nutrient Management  
Develop new and improved technologies to extract and utilize nutrients, and macro- and 
micronutrient management practices that help maximize plant productivity while minimizing 
negative environmental impacts. 
 
Other Key Information  
1. Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the NPL regarding the suitability of research 
topics.  
2. Applications that include software development or other data-intensive technologies are 
encouraged to apply for topics related to the Priority Research Areas listed above.  
3. Applications that address animal manure or carcass waste to produce biofuels and biobased 
products should be submitted to the SBIR 8.8 Biofuels and Biobased Products topic area.  
4. Applicants should demonstrate that the proposed technology is innovative and not redundant 
with what is currently available. If similar technologies exist, please provide a comparison table 
contrasting your technology with others.  
5. Technologies for the rapid detection of food borne hazards (microorganisms, chemicals, 
toxins) during pre- and post-harvest processing and distribution should be submitted to the SBIR 
8.5 Food Science and Nutrition topic area. 
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Food Science and Nutrition- Topic Area 8.5 
 
Contact Dr. Lydia Kaume, NPL for SBIR Food Science and Nutrition at  
Lydia.Kaume@usda.gov or (816) 642-4607 regarding questions about the suitability of 
research topics or to arrange a telephone consultation. 
 
The Food Science and Nutrition topic area aims to fund projects that support research focusing 
on developing new and improved processes, technologies, products, or services that address 
emerging food safety, food processing and nutrition issues. The program will fund projects to: 1) 
increase the understanding of the physical, chemical, and biological properties of food; 2) 
improve methods for the processing and packaging of food products to improve the quality, 
safety and nutritional value of foods, and to reduce food waste; 3) develop technologies for 
rapid, sensitive, reliable and robust detection of pathogens and chemical hazardous materials in 
foods, 4) develop programs or products that encourage the consumption of healthy foods and 
reduce diet related chronical diseases, or alleviate urban and rural food deserts; and 5) Develop 
products to drive climate-smart food systems to ensure safe, accessible and nutritious food 
supply.  
 
The outcome of a successful project is a proof of concept for a marketable product or patented 
process.  
 
The long-term goals (10 years) of the program are to commercialize the production of useful new 
food products, processes, materials, and systems that reduce foodborne illness, carbon footprints, 
improve nutrition and health, enhance the nutritional quality and value of foods and/or bridge 
socioeconomic gaps in access to healthy foods/sustainable, resilient food practices. 
 
Table 6: Food Science and Nutrition Key Information 
Title Description 

Program Code: 8.5 
Program Code Name: Food Science and Nutrition 

CFDA Number 10.212 
Project Type:  Research 
Grant Type: Standard 

Application Deadline November 3, 2021 
Grant Duration: 8 Months  

Anticipated # of Awards: 10 
Maximum Award Amount: $175,000 or $181,500 with TABA 

Research Priorities:  
Examples of appropriate subtopics for research applications from small businesses include, but 
are not limited to, the following:  

1. Food Safety  
Developing sustainable technologies for the detection or mitigation of foodborne hazards 
(microorganisms, chemicals, toxins) during pre- and post-harvest processing and distribution. 
 

mailto:Lydia.Kaume@usda.gov
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2. Food Quality- Engineering  
Developing innovative processing, packaging and sanitation technologies or materials that 
reduce post- harvest losses in foods and food waste while maintaining safety, quality, and 
nutrition, and/or extending shelf life of the product. 
  
3. Food Quality- Science  
Understanding the physical, biological, and chemical interactions and functionality of food in 
order to develop affordable food ingredients and/or food formulations that contribute to the 
development of high-quality foods.  
 
4. Nutrition- Education  
Developing and implementing effective programs with an equity lens. Program audiences may 
include educators, parents, or community health workers to foster healthy nutritional choices to 
combat diet-related chronic disease. 

5. Nutrition- Science  
Improve functionality and efficacy of foods, nutrients and/or dietary bioactive components in 
promoting and sustaining health. Strategies to promote and sustain health may include 
synthesizing available data in a responsible and ethical manner to develop personalized 
recommendations. 

6. Nutrition Security, Food Safety and Quality Data Tools  
Development of portable tools and technologies that collect and analyze food intake, nutrient 
data, food safety and food quality data to enable producers, consumers and retailers make healthy 
choices and/or alleviate food deserts to support a resilient food system. 

Other Key Information 
1. Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the NPL regarding the suitability of research 
topics.  
2. Improvements of current commercial methods should address high false positive and high 
false negative rates associated with nucleic acid-based methods for detection of food-borne 
pathogens in produce and high false negative rates associated with immunoassays for detection 
of Salmonella.  
3. New rapid detection tests should be designed to detect at least 1 cfu/25g of food using 
approaches that reduce or eliminate enrichment and should be designed to allow for sampling of 
large volumes of food.  
4. Projects on novel screening methods for threat agents need strong letters of support from the 
appropriate Federal agency that will be the end user of the technology.  
5. Projects that promote value-added products and processes are encouraged.  
6. Projects that address functional foods to promote health are encouraged.  
7. Projects that exclusively focus on nutritional supplements rather than food ingredients will not 
be considered.  
8. Projects that focus on technologies for improving cost benefit and model-based analyses, 
including distribution, warehousing, and retailing systems as they relate to the economy are 
acceptable.  
9. Consumer focused projects to reduce post-harvest food losses and food waste are encouraged. 
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10. Projects focused on the pre-harvest systems (including soil nutrient and water content and/or 
air quality) rather than human health outcomes should go to 8.4 Conservation of Natural 
Resources. 
11. Applicants who have received previous SBIR funding should address outcomes for those 
projects.  
12. Projects should include appropriate collaborations with experts in the field of investigation 
(i.e., a food scientist or nutritionist as a part of the development team for the project). 
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Rural and Community Development- Topic Area 8.6 
 
Contact Dr. Keith Harris, NPL for SBIR Rural and Community Development at 
Keith.Harris@usda.gov regarding questions about the suitability of research topics or to 
arrange a telephone consultation. 
 
The objective of this topic area is to improve the quality of life in rural America by creating and 
commercializing technologies that address important economic and social development issues or 
challenges in rural America. Projects must explicitly discuss the specific rural problem or 
opportunity that will be examined and how the proposed science-based technology will 
successfully address the problem or opportunity. Applications must also include an objective to 
assess the impacts of the proposed project on protecting or enhancing the environment, on 
climate mitigation or adaptation, or the socio-economic development of rural areas. The 
applications need not be centered on agriculture but may be focused on any area that has the 
potential to provide significant benefit to rural Americans. USDA seeks a balanced portfolio that 
appropriately mixes high risk, high reward innovations with new applications of existing 
technologies. 
 
Table 7: Rural and Community Development Key Information 
Title Description 

Program Code: 8.6 
Program Code Name: Rural and Community Development 

CFDA Number 10.212 
Project Type:  Research 
Grant Type: Standard 

Application Deadline November 3, 2021 
Grant Duration: 8 Months  

Anticipated # of Awards: 8 
Maximum Award Amount: $125,000 or $131,500 with TABA 

Research Priorities:  
Examples of appropriate subtopics for research applications from small businesses include, but 
are not limited to, the following:  

1. Development of services, information, and managerial systems that improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of Local Governments and Public and Private Institutions.  
Topics may include educational programs, including virtual platforms, apps and gaming, which 
address the specific needs of people in rural areas (e.g., development of entrepreneurship and 
workforce skills); use of big data in community development planning; new housing designs or 
ways to improve function and outcomes of existing designs; improved health care delivery, 
including mobile or virtual health applications; innovative transportation and communication 
technologies and services that increase access to services for rural people; and marketing of new 
information and technologies to rural audiences, including strategies that promote diversity, 
equity, and inclusion. 
 

mailto:Keith.Harris@usda.gov
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2. Development of technologies and services that protect or enhance the environment and 
address climate change while promoting economic development.  
Topics may include science-based innovations that explore the vast natural resources and 
amenities in rural communities with a focus on renewable energy. Examples may include 
technologies and services for harnessing big data to synthesize and communicate new knowledge 
for rural people, to help them make predictive decisions, and to foster data-driven innovation in 
agriculture, ecosystem protection, sustainable practices, food loss and waste reduction, energy 
conservation, and alternative energy source development – such as wind and solar energy 
(excluding biofuels).  

3. Reducing the vulnerabilities of rural communities from hazards (excluding intentional 
acts such as terrorism).  
Procedures and data-enabled solutions are needed to make rural communities more resilient to 
natural or unintentional hazards such as food-borne illnesses, food contamination, droughts, 
wildfires, hurricanes, climate variability change, and pandemics through better preparation, 
forecast and warning, response and rebuilding phases of hazard mitigation, including 
communication.  

4. Development of technologies and services that specifically address the needs of youth, 
older adults, individuals with a disability, military veterans, and the low-income sector of 
the rural population.  
Efforts are needed that will enhance human capital development, build earnings capacity, 
increase labor force participation and/or promote job creation to the most vulnerable populations 
in rural communities. Topics that promote workforce development in rural communities, 
including working from home and promoting food security, including issues of access to 
adequate amounts and quality of foods, are encouraged. 

5. Increasing opportunities for employment and income generation in rural communities.  
Topics may include, but are not limited to, innovations for a post-pandemic economy, creative 
place making, recreational economies, rural tourism, agritourism, e-commerce innovations that 
connect producers with markets, and off-farm value-added agricultural development. 

6. Expanding broadband access in rural communities.  
Rural broadband access and utilization is a major expansion opportunity. Topics may include, 
but are not limited to, exploration of white space and other spectrums in rural communities; 
technologies that increase rural bandwidth, connection speed, quality, and reach; initiatives that 
increase awareness, adoption, and diffusion of broadband among rural people; and opportunities 
to increase investment in rural broadband infrastructure. 
 
Other Key Information  
1. Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the NPL regarding the suitability of research 
topics.  
2. Because this topic area addresses impact on rural communities, community letters of support 
are highly encouraged.  
3. If funded, projects are expected to be science-based and enhance the environmental and 
economic vitality of rural communities. Therefore, applications must contain an objective to 
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assess the impacts of the proposed project on the environment or the socio-economic 
development of rural areas.  
4. Projects are expected to provide evidence of the rural market to be served. Moreover, PDs 
should identify any barriers to commercialization and discuss how they propose to address them 
during this and all future phases.  
5. Applications dealing with on-farm production agriculture research should be submitted to 
topic area 8.12 Small and Mid-Size Farms.  
6. Applications dealing with the development of biofuels and biobased products should be 
submitted to topic area 8.8 Biofuels and Biobased Products. 
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Aquaculture- Topic Area 8.7 
 
Contact Dr. Timothy Sullivan, NPL for SBIR Aquaculture at Timothy.Sullivan@usda.gov 
or (816) 527-5434 regarding questions about the suitability of research topics or to arrange a 
telephone consultation. 
 
The Aquaculture topic area funds research projects with the overall goal of leading to improved 
production efficiency and increased competitiveness of private sector, commercial aquaculture in 
the United States. This topic area aims to develop new technologies that will enhance the 
knowledge and technology base necessary for the expansion of the domestic aquaculture 
industry. Seafood production from the wild is under increased pressure due to overfishing, and 
therefore aquaculture is increasingly an important source of farmed seafood and an important 
contributor to food security. Studies on commercially important species of fish, shellfish and 
aquatic plants from both freshwater and marine environments are included. In this context, new 
technologies are needed to improve production efficiency, protect aquaculture species against 
disease, and ensure the quality of farmed seafood. 
 
Table 8: Aquaculture Key Information 
Title Description 

Program Code: 8.7 
Program Code Name: Aquaculture 

CFDA Number 10.212 
Project Type:  Research 
Grant Type: Standard 

Application Deadline November 3, 2021 
Grant Duration: 8 Months  

Anticipated # of Awards: 5 
Maximum Award Amount: $175,000 or $181,500 with TABA 

Research Priorities:  
To address identified needs or constraints that limit U.S. aquaculture, the following are provided 
as examples of appropriate subtopics for research applications from small businesses, including, 
but not limited to, the following:  

1. Reproductive Efficiency  
Novel or innovative approaches to improve reproductive efficiency in aquaculture species 
including: greater control of maturation, ovulation and fertilization; improved gamete and 
embryo storage; improved larval rearing techniques; enhanced reproductive performance of 
broodstock; improved methods for cryopreservation of sperm and embryos; and methods to 
control sex determination.  

2. Genetic Improvement  
Novel or innovative approaches to improve production efficiency through genetic improvement 
of aquaculture species including: genetic mechanisms of sex determination; genetic basis for 
inheritance of commercially important traits, such as growth, temperature tolerance, and disease 
susceptibility; identification of major genes affecting performance; application of molecular 
biology and genomics and the integration of this technology into breeding programs; and 

mailto:Timothy.Sullivan@usda.gov
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performance evaluation of aquaculture species and utilization of crossbreeding and 
hybridization.  

3. Integrated Aquatic Animal Health Management  
Novel or innovative approaches to reducing losses due to aquatic animal health in aquaculture 
production systems, including: physiological stress related to the aquatic production system 
environment; genetic, environmental, and nutritional components of aquatic health management; 
control of predation in aquaculture production systems; development of new vaccines or 
immunization procedures to enhance resistance to infectious diseases and parasites; development 
of diagnostic tests for specific diseases that pose a health hazard; and development of improved 
treatment methods for acute or chronic health problems caused by specific infectious or non- 
infectious agents, parasites, injuries and chemical and toxic agents.  

4. Improved Production Systems and Management Strategies for efficiency and Reduced 
Environmental Impacts 
Novel or innovative approaches to improve existing or alternative production system design and 
management strategies including: development of biological, engineering and systems through 
aeration, flow patterns, etc.; characterization, handling and treatment of effluent from 
aquaculture production systems; improved harvesting methods and strategies; and improved 
operating efficiencies for recirculation systems.  
 
5. Algal Production Systems  
Novel or innovative approaches to improve the efficiency of algal production and feedstock 
logistics including: identification of new (or improved) species with improved nutritional profile 
for use in aquaculture feed, human food, or food supplements; development of improved 
bioreactor technology; and development of new methods for harvesting algal biomass.  
 
Other Key Information  
1. Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the NPL regarding the suitability of research 
topics.  
2. For aquaponics, unless the focus is on developing significant technological improvements, 
proposals that deal with applying current aquaponics technology should be submitted to 8.12 
Small and Mid-Size Farms  
3. Applications that deal with the development of new food products derived from aquaculture 
species should be submitted under topic area 8.5 Food Science and Nutrition.  
4. Applications that deal with biomass conversion or development of new products from algae 
should be submitted to the 8.8 Biofuels and Biobased Products topic area. 
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Biofuels and Biobased Products- Topic Area 8.8 
 
Contact Dr. David Songstad, NPL for SBIR Biofuels and Biobased Products at 
David.Songstad@usda.gov regarding questions about the suitability of research topics or to 
arrange a telephone consultation. 
 
The objective of this topic area is to promote the use of non-food biobased products and biofuels 
by developing new or improved technologies that will lead to increased competitiveness of 
value-added products from agricultural materials. This research will lead to new opportunities to 
diversify agriculture and enhance agriculture’s role as a reliable supplier of raw materials to 
industry. Historically, appropriate research areas have included: development of improved 
technology for converting agriculturally derived raw materials into useful industrial products; 
development of new products from new industrial crops; and improving the effectiveness or 
cost-competitiveness of industrial products derived from agricultural materials in comparison to 
non-agriculturally derived products. 
 
Table 9: Biofuels and Biobased Products Key Information 
Title Description 

Program Code: 8.8 
Program Code Name: Biofuels and Biobased Products 

CFDA Number 10.212 
Project Type:  Research 
Grant Type: Standard 

Application Deadline November 3, 2021 
Grant Duration: 8 Months  

Anticipated # of Awards: 6 
Maximum Award Amount: $175,000 or $181,500 with TABA 

Research Priorities: 
Examples of appropriate subtopics for research applications from small businesses include, but 
are not limited to, the following:  

1. New Non-food Biobased Products from New Industrial Crops  
Identification of markets and development of new biobased products and processes from new 
industrial crops or microbes. These products should be economically competitive and have 
environmental sustainability benefits compared to similar products on the market. Benefits also 
include optimizing carbon sequestration potential through carbon markets and other ecosystem 
services that may aid in climate change mitigation. 

2. New Processes for the Manufacture of Industrial Products, Chemicals, or Biofuels  
New processes for the production of biobased industrial products, chemicals, or biofuels that will 
be competitive with the cost and performance of equivalent petroleum-based products. Support 
for biofuel projects includes the sustainable conversion of crops and agricultural residues into 
biofuels (conventional, cellulosic, or advanced biofuels) or coproducts that will improve the 
economic feasibility of production of those biofuels. Technologies must seek to minimize 
adverse environmental impacts such as energy use, water use, harmful byproducts, and life cycle 
carbon emissions in comparison to incumbent products. 

mailto:David.Songstad@usda.gov
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Other Key Information  
1. Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the NPL regarding the suitability of research 
topics.  
2. Applications that include software development or other data-intensive technologies are 
encouraged to apply for topics related to the Priority Research Areas listed above.  
3. Applications that deal with developing value-added biofuels (including ethanol) and biobased 
products from forest biomass should be submitted to the 8.1 Forest and Related Resources topic 
area.  
4. Applications that deal with developing biofuels and bioenergy that will improve the 
sustainability of small and mid-size farms should be submitted to the 8.12 Small and Mid-Size 
Farms topic area.  
5. Applications that deal with the genetic improvement or production of biomass feedstock crops 
except for woody biomass and algae should be submitted to the 8.2 Plant Production and 
Protection (Biology) topic area.  
6. Applications that deal with the genetic improvement, production, or feedstock logistics of 
woody biomass feedstock crops should be submitted to the 8.1 Forest and Related Resources 
topic area.  
7. Applications that deal with the genetic improvement, production, or feedstock logistics of 
photosynthetic algae should be submitted to the 8.7 Aquaculture topic area.  
8. Applications that deal with the engineering aspects of the planting, production or post-harvest 
handling of biomass feedstock crops should be submitted to the 8.13 Plant Production and 
Protection – Engineering topic area.  
9. Animal manure and carcass waste are considered acceptable feedstocks for applications to the 
8.8 Biofuels and Biobased Products topic area.  
10. Microbial approaches must demonstrate a credible path to industrially relevant conversion 
rates, yields, and titers. 
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Small and Mid-Size Farms Topic Area 8.12 
 
Contact Dr. Denis Ebodaghe, NPL for SBIR Small and Mid-size Farms at 
Denis.Ebodaghe@usda.gov or (202) 445-5460 regarding questions about the suitability of 
research topics or to arrange a telephone consultation. 
 
The Small and Mid-Size Farms topic area aims to promote and improve the sustainability and 
profitability of small and mid-size farms and ranches (where annual sales of agricultural products 
are less than $350,000 for small farms and between $350,000 and $999,999 for mid-size farms –  
hereafter referred to as small farms). Small farms account for 90 percent of all U.S. farms and 
they play an important role in the agricultural sector. The viability and sustainability of small 
farms is important to the Nation’s economy and to the stewardship of our biological and natural 
resources. While some small farms are located in urban areas, most small farms are located in 
rural areas, and these farms are critical to sustaining and strengthening the leadership and social 
fabric of rural communities. Applicants are strongly encouraged to emphasize how their project 
would contribute to the well-being of rural communities and institutions. In particular, applicants 
should emphasize how the results of their project would be disseminated to other small farmers 
and provide benefit to the small farm community. 
 
Table 10: Small and Mid-Size Farms Key Information 
Title Description 

Program Code: 8.12 
Program Code Name: Small and Mid-Size Farms 

CFDA Number 10.212 
Project Type:  Research 
Grant Type: Standard 

Application Deadline November 3, 2021 
Grant Duration: 8 Months  

Anticipated # of Awards: 9 
Maximum Award Amount: $125,000 or $131,500 with TABA 

Research Priorities:  
Examples of appropriate subtopics for research applications from small businesses include, but 
are not limited to, the following:  

1. New Agricultural Enterprises  
Develop new small scale agricultural enterprises focused on specialty farm products, both plant 
and animal, and enable innovative markets for these farm products through direct marketing 
(farmers markets or cooperatives with optimal financial return) or through specialty market 
outlets that offer a higher financial return.  

2. Development of New Marketing Strategies  
Efforts are needed to develop appropriate new strategies for marketing agricultural, forestry and 
aquacultural commodities and value-added products produced by small farms in local, regional, 
national and international markets. This includes the assessment of consumer demand; 
identification of desired product characteristics, including packaging and processing methods; 
development of new and innovative utilization of existing production and processing 

mailto:Denis.Ebodaghe@usda.gov
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technologies; and the promotion of efficient assembling, packing, processing, advertising and 
shipping methods.  

3. Farm Management  
Develop tools and skills that are appropriate for small farms that enhance the efficiency and 
profitability of small farms. New tools are also needed that enhance farm safety. Development of 
new risk management tools to facilitate better planning is needed. Development of improved 
farm level life-cycle assessment tools that help small to mid-sized farms 1) improve operations 
through resource efficiency and 2) quantify ecosystem services provided is needed. Innovative 
ways to promote agri-tourism as a way to enhance farm profitability is encouraged.  

4. On Farm Natural Resources, Renewable Energy, and Climate-Smart Agriculture  
Promote improved energy efficiency and conservation in farming operations through 
technologies and innovations that reduce operation costs, increase efficiency and increase profits 
while conserving natural resources and adapting to climate change. Particular emphasis is needed 
to develop better ways to utilize on farm renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar, and 
geothermal energy. Innovations should be scalable to multiple farm markets and not only 
focused on an individual farm.  

5. Urban Farming  
In recent years there has been increasing interest in the establishment of small farms in urban 
areas: on roof tops, in abandoned buildings and in vacant lots. Efforts are needed to explore ways 
to make urban farming, through methods such as vertical farming and controlled environment 
agriculture, more energy efficient, environmentally sustainable, and profitable. The most 
appropriate crops for urban farms need to be determined. Procedures that would increase the 
establishment of new urban farms need to be developed.  

6. Post-Harvest Technology 
Preventing crop losses after harvest and minimizing food waste throughout the crop value-chain 
is important to the profitability of small and mid-size farms. A range of post-harvest technologies 
are needed in the areas of post-harvest pest management, stored product monitoring, crop drying, 
crop preservation, and grain conditioning are needed for both conventional and organic crop 
production practices used by small and mid-size growers. This also includes developing 
technologies and information systems that enable the integration of technologies for the tracking, 
documentation and marketing of farm products.  

Other Key Information  
1. Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the NPL regarding the suitability of 
research topics.  
2. New Technologies and Innovations that address conservation of natural resources and 
renewable energy should be submitted to Topic Area 8.4 Conservation of National 
Resources.  
3. For aquaponics, unless the focus is applying current aquaponics technology, proposals 
that deal with developing significant technological improvements should be submitted to 
8.7 Aquaculture. 
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Plant Production and Protection (Engineering)- Topic Area 8.13 
 
Contact Dr. Victoria Finkenstadt, NPL for SBIR Plant Production and Protection 
(Engineering) at Victoria.Finkenstadt@usda.gov or (816) 520-8456 or Dr. Steven Thomson 
NPL for SBIR Plant Production and Protection (Engineering) at 
Steven.J.Thomson@usda.gov or 816-908-3310 regarding questions about the suitability of 
research topics or to arrange a telephone consultation. 
 
The objective of this topic area is to enhance crop production in both conventional and organic 
systems by creating and commercializing engineering technologies that enhance system 
efficiency and profitability and that protect crops from pests and pathogens in economically and 
environmentally sound ways. Engineering projects must describe the system need; design 
specifications, functionality and reliability; and cost benefit analysis. Where feasible, projects  
should describe the testing metrics, experimental design, and materials and methods to collect 
and analyze data on the metrics. Projects must create solutions that are scalable to address 
problems in commercial agriculture. Applications to the 8.13 topic area should focus on 
engineering solutions that directly improve crop production and protection. Applications 
proposing topics outside of crop production and protection should contact the NPL to ensure that 
that project is a fit in the program area. Applications for the Phase I program must address early 
stage, proof of concept research as is specified in this RFA. Adaptation of existing technologies 
to new crops, regions, pest, etc. must require significant innovation as to fit the proof-of-concept 
nature of the Phase I program. 
 
Table 11: Plant Production and Protection (Engineering) Key Information 
Title Description 

Program Code: 8.13 
Program Code Name: Plant Production and Protection (Engineering) 

CFDA Number 10.212 
Project Type:  Research 
Grant Type: Standard 

Application Deadline November 3, 2021 
Grant Duration: 8 Months  

Anticipated # of Awards: 9 
Maximum Award Amount: $175,000 or $181,500 with TABA 

 
Research Priorities 
Examples of appropriate subtopics for research applications from small businesses include, but 
are not limited to, the following:  
 
1. Improved crop production methods or strategies  
Enhance the efficiency of crop production by utilizing innovative methods and equipment for 
planting, growing and harvesting crop plants that optimize inputs and reduce operational costs. 
Topics may include but are not limited to:  

a. Technologies that enhance commercial horticulture production.  

mailto:Victoria.Finkenstadt@usda.gov
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Projects to improve the competitiveness of U.S. commercial horticulture production 
including flowering potted plant, bedding plant, cut flower production, seasonal crops, 
annuals, and perennials.  

b. Production, harvesting, and postharvest handling of specialty crops.  
Projects to reduce manual labor needs, maintain or improve quality, improve handling, 
and reduce postharvest loss.  

c. Cyber-physical systems to support precision agriculture.  
Projects that accelerate the integration of cyber-physical systems into precision 
agriculture including methods, tools, hardware, and software components. Projects 
should focus on developing novel improvements compared to existing technologies. 

d. Controlled environment agriculture.  
Projects that develop crop management systems, greenhouse structures, and controlled 
environmental agriculture systems that promote energy conservation and efficiency, 
including the development of technology for the economic use of renewable energy 
resources. Projects should consider the optimal conditions required for plant production, 
not only the reduction of energy.  

e. Climate smart agriculture. 
Projects that provide technical solutions for monitoring, and management of greenhouse 
gases in agricultural production systems. Projects should focus on engineering methods, 
monitoring and decision support analysis to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  

 
2. Plant protection against abiotic and/or biotics stresses  
Reduce the impact of plant pathogens, insect pests, weeds, and abiotic stresses on crop plants. 
Topics may include but are not limited to:  

a. Improved chemical application technology  
Projects that increase product efficacy, worker safety, and reduce off-target drift of 
applied chemicals.  

b. Monitoring, detection, and management.  
Projects that provide technical solutions for monitoring, detection, and management of 
pests and abiotic stresses, such as those caused by climate change, at the earliest stage of 
their manifestation. Projects on diagnostics, decision support systems, and machine-
assisted detection of plant pathogens and pests submitted to this area should focus on 
engineering methods, decision support analysis, and diagnostic output leading to 
mitigation of abiotic and biotic stresses. Projects should address known or emerging 
abiotic or biotic stresses that are reducing yields in commercial systems. 
 

3. Pollinators and crop production  
Engineering technologies that address the health and success of domesticated and natural 
pollinators of economically important crops.  Topics may include but are not limited to: 

a.  Incorporation of native pollinator habitat, forage and nesting infrastructure in 
agroecosystems 

b.  Decision support tools that map pollination needs and pollinator deficits for land use 
decisions 

c. Artificial systems (robotics) for improving pollination outcomes including AUVs 
d. New technologies for reducing commercial honeybee mortality during transportation and 

overwintering periods 
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Other Key Information  
1. Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the NPL regarding the suitability of research 
topics.  
2. Applications that deal with the feedstock logistics of woody biomass (including short rotation 
crops like willow and poplar) or rangeland and grassland management should be submitted to the 
8.1 Forest and Related Resources topic area.  
3. Applications that deal with genetic engineering for improved crop production and protection 
should be submitted to 8.2 Plant Production and Protection – Biology.  
4. Applications that deal with irrigation technology and decision support for irrigation should be 
submitted to 8.4 Conservation of Natural Resources topic area.  
5. Applications that deal with the production of algae for biofuel production should be submitted 
to the 8.7 Aquaculture topic area.
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PART II. AWARD INFORMATION 

A. Available Funding 
The anticipated amount available for Small Business Innovation Research Program Phase I in 
FY 2022 is approximately $12,000,000 and approximately $12,000,300 for FY2023 grants only. 
USDA is not committed to fund any particular application or to make a specific number of 
awards. The Automated Standard Application for Payments, operated by the Department of 
Treasury, Bureau of Fiscal Service, is the designated payment system for awards resulting from 
this RFA.   
 
This RFA is released prior to the passage of an appropriations act for FY 2022 and FY 2023. 
Enactment of additional continuing resolutions or an appropriations act may affect the 
availability or level of funding for this program. 

B. Application Restrictions 
NIFA will evaluate applications using the criteria described in Part V of this RFA. Applications 
for FY 2022 and FY 2023 are limited to the following applications types: (Include all that apply) 

1. New application: New applications will be evaluated using the criteria described in Part 
V of this RFA and are subject to the due dates herein (see Appendix III for definition). 

2. Resubmitted application: Resubmitted applications must include the response  to the 
previous review panel summary and are subject to the same criteria and due dates herein. 
Resubmitted applicants must enter the NIFA-assigned proposal number of the previously 
submitted application in the Federal Field (Field 4) on the application form (see 
Appendix III for definition).   

3. Renewal application. Renewal applications must contain the same information as 
required for new applications and must contain a progress report. The progress report 
must include the implementation of the data management plan (DMP) of the previously 
funded project. Renewal applications are subject to the same criteria and due dates 
herein. Applicants submitting a renewal application must enter the NIFA-assigned 
proposal number of the previously approved application in the Federal Field (Field 4) on 
the application form (see Appendix III for definition).  

4. Resubmitted renewal application. Resubmitted renewal applicants must provide a 
progress report, respond to the previous review’s panel summary, and are subject to the 
same criteria and due dates herein. The progress report must include the implementation 
of the data management plan (DMP) of the previously funded project. Applicants 
submitting a renewal application must enter the NIFA-assigned proposal number of the 
previously approved application in the Federal Field (Field 4) on the application form 
(see Appendix III for definition).  

C. Project and Grant Types 
Phase I applications may not request more than maximum award amount listed for the topic area 
being applied to, for a period not to exceed 8 months. The planned period of performance dates 
are listed below, however these dates may change due to enactment of continuing resolutions or 
an appropriations act:  
 

FY 2022: July 1, 2022 through February 28, 2023 
FY 2023: July 1, 2023 through February 28, 2023 

https://www.fiscal.treasury.gov/fsservices/gov/pmt/asap/asap_home.htm
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D. Ethical Conduct of Funded Projects 
In accordance with § 2, 3, and 8 of 2 CFR Part 422, institutions that conduct USDA-funded 
extramural research must foster an atmosphere conducive to research integrity, bear primary 
responsibility for prevention and detection of research misconduct, and maintain and effectively 
communicate and train their staff regarding policies and procedures. In the event an application 
to NIFA results in an award, the Authorized Representative (AR) assures, through acceptance of 
the award that the institution will comply with the above requirements. Award recipients must, 
upon request, make available to NIFA the policies, procedures, and documentation to support the 
conduct of the training. See Responsible and Ethical Conduct of Research for further 
information.  
  

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=3f96ab05cf1fc2d2713e5e46755e7696&mc=true&node=pt2.1.422&rgn=div5#se2.1.422_12
https://nifa.usda.gov/responsible-and-ethical-conduct-research
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PART III. ELIGIBILITY INFORMATION 
 
A. Eligibility Requirements 
Applicants for the SBIR Phase I must meet all the requirements discussed in this RFA. Failure to 
meet the eligibility criteria by the application deadline may result in exclusion from 
consideration or, preclude NIFA from making an award. For those new to Federal financial 
assistance, NIFA’s Grants Overview provides highly recommended information about grants and 
other resources to help understand the Federal awards process. 
 
Each applicant submitting an application must qualify as a Small Business Concern (SBC) 
through registration with the SBA for R/R&D purposes at the time of selection (see definitions in 
section Part VIII).  Failure to meet an eligibility criterion by the application deadline may result 
in the application being excluded from consideration or, even though an application may be 
reviewed, will preclude NIFA from making an award.  
 
A potential grantee that is a subsidiary must show that the parent company or parent companies 
are also a small business entity and the parent company or parent companies must provide 
documentation supporting their small business status (the documentation should be included in, 
Other Attachments, of the Research and Related (R&R) Other Project Information form as 
directed by Part IV of this RFA).  If the parent company or one of the parent companies is a 
nonprofit organization, then the subsidiary is not eligible to submit an SBIR application.   
 
In addition, the primary employment of the Project Director/Principal Investigator (PD/PI) must 
be with the small business concern at the time of award and during the conduct of the proposed 
research. Eligible primary employment means that more than one-half (51%) of the PD’s/PI’s 
time is spent in the employ of the small business during the award period of performance. 
Primary employment with the small business precludes the applicant as a full-time employee 
with another organization or academic institution. While the PD/PI must work more than one-
half (51%) of his/her time for the small business during the entire grant period, there is no time 
requirement for the PD’s/PI’s work on the proposed research. Prior Federal Employees must 
provide documentation that post termination requirements from Federal Service has been 
completed at time of submission.  
 

1. Size 
An SBIR awardee, combined with its affiliates, must not have more than 500 employees. 
The small business concern must be the primary performer of the proposed research effort. 
In Phase I, a minimum of two-thirds (2/3) of the research or analytical work, as determined 
by budget expenditures, must be performed by the proposing organization.  

 
2. Work in the United States 

For Phase I, the R/R&D work must be performed in the United States. On rare and unique 
circumstances, for example, a supply, material or project requirement may not be available 
in the United States, agencies may allow that particular portion of the R/R&D work to be 
performed or obtained outside of the United States. Upon award, the Phase I awardee may 
request an exception as described in the award terms and conditions and submit to USDA 
NIFA for approval. 

 

https://nifa.usda.gov/resource/grants-overview
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3. Benchmark 
Any company that has received at least 20 Phase I awards, regardless of the awarding 
agency, during the five-year period (Fiscal Year 2016 through 2021) must have received a 
minimum of five Phase II awards (25% conversion rate), regardless of the awarding 
agency, over the same five-year period to be eligible to submit a Phase I application in 
response to this solicitation. If a company has not received a SBIR award or has received 
less than 20 SBIR awards, this benchmark requirement does not apply. 
 

Duplicate or Multiple Submissions – Duplicate submissions of the same application to more 
than one topic area are not allowed. “Multiple, distinctive proposals may be submitted in the 
same grant year. For those new to Federal financial assistance, NIFA’s Grants Overview 
provides highly recommended information about grants and other resources to help understand 
the Federal awards process. 
 
B. Cost Sharing or Matching 
No Match Required - The SBIR Phase I has NO matching requirement. NIFA will not factor 
matching resources into the review process as an evaluation criterion.   
  

https://nifa.usda.gov/resource/grants-overview
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PART IV. APPLICATION AND SUBMISSION 

A. Method of Application 
Applicants must apply to this RFA electronically; no other method or response is accepted. The 
electronic application for this RFA and additional resources are available on Grants.gov and 
Grants 101. Table 12 provides instructions on how to obtain an electronic application. Part II § 
1 of the NIFA Grants.gov Application Guide (Application Guide) contains detailed information 
regarding the Grants.gov registration process. 
 
Table 12: Steps to Obtain Application Materials 

Steps Action  

Step One: 
Register 

New Users to Grants.gov must register early with Grants.gov prior to 
submitting an application (Register Here).  

Step Two: 
Download Adobe 

Download and Install Adobe Reader (see Adobe Software Compatibility 
for basic system requirements). 

Step Three: Find 
Application   

Using this funding opportunity number USDA-NIFA-SBIR-008541, 
search for application here: Opportunity Package.  

Step Four: Assess 
Readiness 

Contact an AR prior to starting an application to assess the organization’s 
readiness to submit an electronic application. 

 
Table 13: Help and Resources 

Grants.gov Support NIFA Support 
Grants.gov Online Support  
Telephone support: 800-518-4726 Toll-Free 
or 606-545-5035 
Email support: support@grants.gov 
Self-service customer-based support: 
Grants.gov iPortal 
Key Information: Customer service business 
Hours 24/7, except federal holidays. 

Email: grantapplicationquestions@usda.gov 
 
Key Information: Business hours: Monday 
thru Friday, 7a.m. – 5p.m. ET, except federal 
holidays 

 
B. Content and Form of the Application 
The Application Guide is part of the corresponding application package for this RFA. The RFA 
overrides the Application Guide if there is a discrepancy between the two documents. NIFA will 
accept subsequent submissions to an application until the application deadline. However, 
applicants that do not meet the application requirements, to include partial applications, risk 
being excluded from NIFA’s review. NIFA will assign a proposal number to all applications that 
meet the requirements of this RFA. Applicants must refer to the proposal number when 
corresponding with NIFA. Table 14 outlines other key instructions for applicants. 
 

https://www.grants.gov/
https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/learn-grants/grants-101/pre-award-phase.html/
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://www.grants.gov/
https://www.grants.gov/
https://www.grants.gov/
https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/register.html
https://get.adobe.com/reader/
https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/applicants/adobe-software-compatibility.html
https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/applicants/search-opportunity-package.html
https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/support.html
mailto:support@grants.gov
https://grants-portal.psc.gov/Welcome.aspx?pt=Grants
https://www.opm.gov/policy-data-oversight/snow-dismissal-procedures/federal-holidays/
mailto:grantapplicationquestions@usda.gov
https://www.opm.gov/policy-data-oversight/snow-dismissal-procedures/federal-holidays/
https://www.opm.gov/policy-data-oversight/snow-dismissal-procedures/federal-holidays/
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
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Table 14: Key Application Instructions 
Instruction References 

(All references are to the 
Application Guide) 

Attachments must be in a portable document format 
(PDF) format.  

Part III § 3 

Check the manifest of submitted files to verify 
attachments are in the correct format.  

Part III § 6.1 

Conduct an administrative review of the application 
before submission. 

Part VII  

Follow the submission instructions.  Part IV § 1.5 

Provide an accurate email address, where designated, on 
the SF-424 R&R.  

Part IV § 1.5 

Contact the Grants.gov helpdesk for technical support 
and keep a record of the correspondence.  

 

Contact NIFA if applicant does not receive 
correspondence from NIFA regarding an application 
within 30 days of the application deadline.  

 

 
Note the attachment requirements (e.g., PDF) in Part III, § 3 of the guide. ANY PROPOSALS 
THAT ARE NON-COMPLIANT WITH THE REQUIREMENTS (e.g., content format, PDF file 
format, file name restrictions, and no password protected files) WILL BE AT RISK OF BEING 
EXCLUDED FROM NIFA REVIEW. Grants.gov does not check for NIFA required attachments 
or whether attachments are in PDF format; see Part III, § 6.1 of the guide for how to check the 
manifest of submitted files. Partial applications will be excluded from NIFA review.  
 
For any questions related to the preparation of an application, review the NIFA Grants.gov 
Application Guide and the applicable RFA.  If assistance is still needed for preparing application 
forms content, contact: 

1. Email: SBIR@usda.gov 
2. Business hours: Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST, excluding federal holidays.  

 
Phase I applications must address only scientific research activities that leads to a 
commercialized innovation. A small business must not propose technical assistance for the 
following: 

1. Demonstration projects 
2. Classified research 
3. Large equipment purchases including vehicles and farm equipment 
4. Construction or purchase of infrastructure, buildings or real property 
5. Financial assistance to start or create a company 
6. Patent applications 

 

https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/support.html
mailto:SBIR@usda.gov
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Many of the research projects supported by the SBIR program lead to the development of new 
marketable innovations based upon the research results obtained during the project. However, 
projects that seek funding solely for product development where no research is involved (i.e., the 
funds are needed to permit the development of a product based on previously completed 
research) will not be accepted. Research may be carried out through the construction and 
evaluation of a laboratory prototype, where necessary. 
 
Phase I applications must also describe the market opportunity of the innovation being 
researched under Phase I (Part IV, Field 8. Project Narrative). Applications that deal principally 
with developing proven concepts for commercial markets or scaling up previously developed 
prototypes for commercial production should not be submitted unless the concepts align with 
topic areas 8.6: Rural and Community Development and/or 8.12: Small and Mid-Sized Farms. 
Efforts that are aligned with developing proven concepts for commercial markets or scaling up 
previously developed prototypes are considered the responsibility of the private sector and 
therefore are not supported by USDA NIFA unless these are submitted to topic areas 8.6 and 
8.12. An application must be limited to only one research problem. 
 
Literature surveys should be completed prior to the Phase I application and should not be 
proposed as part of the R&D effort.  
 
Applicants may respond to any of the topic areas listed under Part I, § C. SBIR Phase I topic 
areas. The same application, however, may not be submitted under more than one topic area. 
Organizations may submit separate applications under different topic areas or different 
applications under the same topic area outlined in this solicitation. Where similar research is 
discussed under more than one topic area, the applicant should choose the topic area description 
that is most relevant to the applicant’s research concept. Duplicate applications will not be 
reviewed. 
 
The purpose of a research application is to provide a written statement that contains sufficient 
information to persuade members of the research community who review the application and 
then advise the USDA NIFA SBIR professional staff that the proposed research is a sound 
approach to an important scientific question and is worthy of support under the stated USDA 
NIFA evaluation criteria. The application should be self-contained and written with the care and 
thoroughness accorded papers for publication. Each application should be reviewed carefully by 
the applicant prior to submission and by others knowledgeable on the subject to ensure inclusion 
of data essential for comprehensive evaluation. 
 
Modifications to the application will not be accepted after the closing date of this program 
solicitation.  Under some circumstances, changes, additions, or corrections may be necessary to 
an application submitted to the USDA NIFA SBIR program via Grants.gov before the specified  
program solicitation closing date.  Modifications to applications will require a resubmission of 
the entire application package and the applicant must notify the program at sbir@usda.gov of the 
resubmission.  Submitting changes to Grants.gov without contacting the program contact could 
significantly delay your application submission and may result in the application not being 
reviewed. 
 

mailto:sbir@usda.gov
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SF 424 R&R Cover Sheet. See Part V § 2 and Part V § 2.17of the Application Guide  for the 
required certifications and assurances.  

SF 424 R&R Project/Performance Site Location(s). See Part V § 3 of the Application Guide. 

R&R Other Project Information Form. See Part V § 4 of the Application Guide. 
1. Field 7. Project Summary (PS)/Abstract. The PS must show how the project goals align 

with the project goals of the SBIR Phase I Program. See Part V § 4.7 of the Application 
Guide for instructions and suggested templates. The PS is limited to one page with line 
spacing not exceeding six lines of text per vertical inch, including all figures and tables 
 
The PS must include a description of the problem or opportunity, project objectives, and 
a description of the effort. The PS must also include a paragraph discussing the 
anticipated results and potential commercial applications of the proposed research. NIFA 
may publish the PS of successful applications; therefore, the PS should not contain 
proprietary information.  

 
It is the responsibility of the applicant to review the attachment for page limit and PDF 
compliance before submission. Applicants must ensure that the abstract attachment meets 
the required page limit. NIFA will not review applications that exceed the required page 
limits. 
 

2. Field 8. Project Narrative (PN). The PN must not exceed 17 1.5 spaced pages of written 
text including all figures and tables (the font size for tables should be no smaller than 11 
points, Times New Roman).  The only exception to the page limit requirement will be 
found in the directions as noted below under (a) Response to Previous Review. The page 
limits outlined here ensure fair and equitable competition. Appendices to the PN are 
allowed if they are directly germane to the proposed project. Do not add appendices to 
circumvent the page limit. Applicants must not include additional information such as 
cover sheets, table of contents, reference listings, budgets, and appendices unless the 
applicant intends for NIFA to consider them in the page limit. The PN must include all of 
the following:  
a. Response to Previous Review. The response to previous review must not exceed 1 1.5 

spaced pages. This does not count towards the page limit for the PN. 
b. Responsiveness to USDA NIFA SBIR Program Priorities- Please indicate if the 

application has a connection to agriculturally-related manufacturing technology, 
energy efficiency and alternative and renewable energy. Provide a brief explanation 
of how the application is related to the area indicated.  

c. Identification and Significance of the Problem or Opportunity- Clearly state the 
specific technical problem or opportunity addressed and its importance. 

d. Background and Rationale- Indicate the overall background, technical approach and 
market needs to the problem or opportunity being pursued. This must include a 
statement of end-user needs. Describe how the proposed research plays a part in 
providing needed results. As a part of this section, it is critical that applications 
adequately cite relevant scientific literature to demonstrate support for your proposed 
research. Moreover, all citations provided must be properly referenced in the 

https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
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Bibliography & References Cited as a separate attachment (see Field 9). USDA NIFA 
has the right to decline any application where there is evidence of plagiarism. 

e. Relationship with Research or Research and Development- – Discuss the significance 
of the Phase I effort in providing a foundation for the follow-on Phase II effort. State 
the anticipated results of the approach if the project is successful. This should 
address: (a) the technical, economic, social, and other benefits to the Nation and to 
users of the results, such as the commercial sector, the Federal Government or other 
researchers; (b) the estimated total cost of the approach relative to benefits; and (c) 
any specific policy issues or decisions that might be affected by the results. 

f. Technical Objectives- State the specific objectives of the research or research and 
development effort. Include the technical questions needed to establish the technical 
feasibility of the proposed approach.  

g. Work Plan- The work plan must provide an explicit, detailed description of the 
research or research and development approach. The plan should list the tasks to be 
performed, provide details of the methodology that would be used to research each 
task, including statistical analysis, if applicable, and indicate how and where the work 
will be carried out. The effort should attempt to determine the technical feasibility of 
the proposed concept. The work plan should be linked with the technical objectives of 
the research and the questions the effort is designed to answer. This section should 
constitute a substantial portion of the project narrative and can include graphics, 
tables, charts, etc... 

h. Related Research or Research and Development- Describe significant research or 
Research and Development (R&D) activities that are directly related to the proposed 
effort, including any conducted by the Project Director or by the proposing small 
business concern, how the proposed effort expands on the related work, and any 
planned coordination with outside sources. Describe any commercial products, 
services or innovations that are already in the market and if the project relates back to 
that R&D. Discussion of existing innovations in the application should convince 
reviewers that the applicant is aware of related research and commercial innovations 
in the selected subject. It is critical that the applicant make a convincing case that the 
proposed research builds upon previous research and, if successful, will lead to the 
development of a new innovations or to substantial improvement of an existing 
product, process, service, or technology. 

i. The Market Opportunity- Describe the market and addressable market for the 
innovation. Discuss the business economics and market drivers in the target industry. 
How has the market opportunity been validated? Describe your customers and your  
basic go to market strategy to achieve the market opportunity. Describe the 
competition. How do you expect the competitive landscape may change by the time 
your product/service enters the market? What are the key risks in bringing your 
innovation to market? Describe your commercialization approach. Discuss the 
potential economic benefits associated with your innovation, and provide estimates of 
the revenue potential, detailing your underlying assumptions. Describe the resources 
you expect will be needed to implement your commercialization approach.  
  

3. Field 9, Bibliography & Cited References. Provide a complete list of all references cited 
in the application. For each reference, provide the complete name for each author, the 
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year of the publication, full title of the article, name of the journal or book published, 
volume, and the page numbers. The references should be listed in alphabetical order 
using the last name of the first author. 
 

4. Field 10, Facilities & Other Resources. Describe the types, location, and availability of 
instrumentation and physical facilities necessary to carry out the work proposed. If the 
work will be conducted at a facility not owned and operated by the applicant, see Field 12 
for additional information. 
 

5. Field 11, Equipment Documentation. Describe the types, location, and availability of 
equipment necessary to carry out the work proposed.  Items of equipment to be purchased 
must be fully justified under this section. When purchasing equipment or a product under 
the SBIR funding agreement, the small business should purchase only American-made 
items whenever possible. 
 

6. Field 12, Add Other Attachments. See Part V § 4.12 of the Application Guide ) for 
instructions regarding mandatory Felony Convictions or Tax Delinquent Status. The 
following are additional instructions for documentation that may be required for your 
application. 
 
a. Use of Facilities or Equipment – If university facilities, private facilities, or 

government laboratories are being used, there must be a letter in the application from 
the authorized organizational representative of the university, private facility, or 
government laboratory describing the arrangement and testifying that the facilities 
will be subject to the exclusive use and control of the applicant.  
 

b. Outside Services – Involvement of university, government, or other outside personnel 
in the planning and research stages of the project as consultants or through 
subcontracting arrangements is permitted and may be particularly helpful to small 
businesses that have not previously received Federal research awards.  Establishment 
of a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) with a USDA 
laboratory or other Federal laboratory may also be beneficial to proposing firms.  If 
the application involves outside consultants, subcontracts, or involvement with a 
CRADA partner, these arrangements should be described in detail. Only one third 
(1/3) of the grant based on expenditures can be used for outside services. Applications 
must include letters from proposed consultants, subcontractors or CRADA  
cooperators indicating their willingness to serve in order for such participation to be 
considered during the application review and evaluation process.  
 

c. Letters of Support – Letters of Support are strongly encouraged and should be 
included. Letters of support act as an indication of market validation and technical 
support for the proposed innovation and add significant credibility to the proposed 
effort. Letters of support should demonstrate that the company has initiated dialogue 
with relevant stakeholders (potential customers or end users, strategic partners or 
investors) for the proposed innovation and that a legitimate business opportunity may 
exist should the technology prove feasible. The letter(s) must contain affiliation and 

https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
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contact information for the signatory stakeholder. Letter of support from consultants 
or subcontractors may be provided if they are providing a critical role in the project, 
such as access to facilities, equipment or expertise. The recommended page limit for 
each individual letter is two pages. Letters and supporting documents from State, 
Local and Congressional representatives, are NOT considered letters of support and 
should not be submitted as part of the application. Applicants must include these 
letters of support in a PDF format and upload to Field 12 of the R&R Other Project 
Information form (Add Other Attachments).  
 
If letters of support are not appropriate for this stage of an innovation, due to business 
considerations, then the applicant must clearly justify why letters of support are not 
being included in a two-page document and include this in a PDF format and upload 
to Field 12 of the R&R Other Project Information form (Add Other Attachments). 
The justification should relate to the technical and commercial considerations of the 
innovation proposed in the application. 
 

d. Duration Exceeds Normal Project Period – The proposed duration of Phase I projects 
should normally not exceed eight (8) months, except in special, justified 
circumstances. Where a proposed research project requires more than eight months to 
complete Phase I, a longer project period, not to exceed twenty (20) months, may be 
requested. An applicant of a Phase I project with an anticipated duration beyond eight 
months should specify and justify the length of duration in the application at the time 
of its submission to USDA NIFA. 
 

e. Applicant is a Subsidiary – A potential grantee that is a subsidiary must show that the 
parent company or parent companies are also a small business entity and the parent 
company or parent companies must provide documentation supporting their small 
business status.  The parent company or companies must reside in the U.S. and cannot 
be a nonprofit.  The subsidiary must provide documentation to support its 
independent viable financial status. 

 
f. Statement as to Delinquency on Federal Debts by Applicants for Federal Assistance – 

An applicant that is delinquent on Federal debts must attach, in PDF format, 
explanatory information detailing all relevant particulars concerning the Federal debt. 
 

g. Non-Domestic Performance Explanation – In the budget justification, provide the 
purpose, the destination, method of travel, number of persons traveling, number of 
days, and estimated cost for each trip.  If details of each trip are not known at the time 
of application submission, provide the basis for determining the amount requested.  
All Applicants MUST note that per the terms and conditions of the award “All 
foreign travel performed under this project must be approved in writing by USDA 
NIFA prior to departure.  If foreign travel is authorized under this project, the 
approved budget will identify funds for this purpose.  Where foreign travel is 
contemplated subsequent to the effective date of the project, a written request must be 
submitted to the USDA NIFA outlining the purpose of the proposed trip, the inclusive 
dates of travel, the destination, and estimated costs involved.” 
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R&R Senior/Key Person Profile (Expanded). See Part V § 5 of the Application Guide for 
profile requirements, details about the biographical sketch, and suggested support templates. 

R&R Personal Data. This information is voluntary and is not a precondition of award (see Part 
V § 6 of the Application Guide). 

R&R Budget. See Part V § 7 of the Application Guide. 
A Research and Related Budget form must be completed for each year (or partial year) for which 
work is proposed under this program solicitation.  Applicants must ensure that the budget 
provided in the R&R Budget forms matches the requested budget amount found in Field 15(a) on 
the SF–424 form and that this number does not exceed the budget ceiling.  

 
1. Request for use of Technical and Business Assistance (TABA): 15 U.S.C. § 638(b) 

permits SBIR Phase I awardees to enter into agreements with one or more vendors to 
provide Technical and Business Assistance (TABA). USDA is able to fund TABA 
assistance to all USDA SBIR Phase I grantees. Grant recipients have two options for 
receiving TABA assistance: (1) utilize services provided by a USDA vendor or (2) 
identify their own TABA assistance provider.  
 
If you wish to receive TABA assistance from USDA’s vendor, Larta Institute, you do not 
need to include this expense in your budget. If you are awarded a Phase I grant, you will 
receive notification from USDA and follow-up contact from Larta on what services are 
available to you and how to obtain these services at no cost to your small business.  If 
you wish to utilize your own TABA assistance provider, you are required to include this 
as “Other Direct Costs” in your budget, provide a detailed budget justification, and a 
signed letter of commitment from the provider. You may include up to $6,500 for 
assistance. Please note that this commercialization assistance does not count toward the 
maximum grant size of $125,000 or $175,000. For example, seeking commercialization 
assistance from your own provider could result in an increase of $6,500 over the 
maximum grant limit. That is under this RFA with a maximum grant limit of $125,000, 
the actual grant may increase to $131,500 respectively. Reimbursement is limited to 
services received that comply with 15 U.S.C. § 638(b). In the event some or the entire 
amount listed is not expended on a commercialization assistance services as proposed, 
the remaining funds cannot be budgeted to other project costs and will be provided back 
to USDA. Re-budgeting of these funds is not allowable. 

 
Applicants must request a federal budget that is reasonable and must not exceed a ceiling 
of $125,000 or $131,500 if requestion TABA assistance from your own vendor, for areas 
8.6 and 8.12. For all other topic areas (8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.7, 8.8, and 8.13) the 
budget must not exceed $175,000 or $181,500 if requesting TABA assistance from your 
own vendor. If an applicant requests a fee, the combined total of “Section I - Total Direct 
and Indirect Costs” and “Section J – Fee” on the Research & Related (R&R) Budget form 
must not exceed the ceiling of this full announcement.  Proposals with budgets exceeding 
$125,000 ($131,500 with TABA) or $175,000 ($181,500 with TABA) will be returned 
without review. 
 

https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid:USC-prelim-title15-section638b&num=0&edition=prelim
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid:USC-prelim-title15-section638b&num=0&edition=prelim
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2. Indirect costs (IDC) – See Part IV § C of this RFA for funding restrictions regarding 
indirect cost, and Part V 7.9 of the Application Guide for additional information. 

Data Management Plan. A DMP is NOT required for this program.  

Supplemental Information Form. See Part VI § 1 of the Application Guide.  
1. Field 2. Program to which the applicant is applying. Enter the program name SBIR Phase 

I and the program code, for example “8.3”. Accurate entry is critical.  
 

If you have a question about which topic area is appropriate for your application, please 
contact the National Program Leader (NPL) in the area(s) in question. An application can 
only be submitted to one topic area. It is extremely important the Program Code Name 
and Program Code are spelled correctly and match exactly one of the topic areas 
indicated in Part I, § C of this program solicitation. Failure to complete these fields 
correctly could significantly delay the acceptance of your application into the program 
and the application may not be reviewed. 
 

2. Field 8. Conflict of Interest List. See Part VI § 1.8 of the Application Guide. 

Representations Regarding Felony Conviction and Tax Delinquent Status for Corporate 
Applicants. This is required for corporate applicants. See Part VI § 2 of the Application Guide 
for a description of the term, “corporation.”  
 
SBIR/Small Business Technology Transfer Program (STTR) Information 
Information related to the questions on this form is dealt with in detail in Part VI, 3 of the NIFA 
Grants.gov Application Guide unless otherwise noted below. 
 
SBC Control ID –  Please enter your Small Business Concern number that you received upon 
registering at https://www.sbir.gov/registration.  
 
Program Type – Select SBIR only.  USDA NIFA does not offer a STTR program. 
 
Application Type – Select Phase I.  
 
Letter of Intent Number – This solicitation does not require a letter of intent. Enter “NA”. 
 
Field 7.  Commercialization Plan – Leave this section blank.  
 
Field 8.  Documentation of Prior SBIR Phase II Awards – There are two documents Phase I 
applicants must provide.  
 

Attachment 1: A small business firm that submits a Phase I application and has received 
more than 15 Phase II SBIR awards during the preceding five fiscal years must document 
the extent to which it was able to secure Phase III funding to develop concepts resulting 
from previous Phase II SBIR awards. In addition, the documentation must include the 
name of the awarding agency, date of award, funding agreement number, amount, topic 

https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://apply07.grants.gov/apply/opportunities/instructions/PKG00249520-instructions.pdf
https://www.sbir.gov/
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or subtopic title, follow-on agreement amount, source and date of commitment, and 
current commercialization status for each Phase II award. USDA NIFA shall collect and 
retain the information at least until the General Accounting Office submits the report 
required under § 105 of the Small Business Research and Development Enhancement Act 
of 1992. 

 
If the applicant falls under the threshold indicated above, the applicant must provide an 
attachment stating that less than 15 Phase II awards have been granted to this 
organization/company during the preceding five fiscal years. 

 
Attachment 2: Five (5) Page Limit.  
A small business firm that submits a Phase I application and has previously received 
Phase II funding under the USDA NIFA SBIR Program must document the extent to 
which it was able to secure Phase III funding and commercialize the technology, product 
or service funded by USDA NIFA SBIR. The documentation must include:  

 
1. Business Name 
2. Year Company was founded 
3. Identify and name change your business has gone through with the past five years 
4. List the parent company if you were a subsidiary or a spin-off 
5. Percentage of company revenues for each of the past three (3) fiscal years from 

federal SBIR/STTR funding (include Phase I and Phase II awards). 
6. Phase II Grant Information 
7. Partnership-Related Activities 
8. Funding: Describe any funding and third-party investments  
9. Revenue & Sales that were directly attributed to the prior Phase II SBIR awards. 

10. Intellectual Property Assets  
11. Other Success Indicators (Employees, Acquisitions, Return on Investment (ROI), 

etc.) 
12. Company Achievements 

 
If the applicant has not received Phase II funding, the applicant must provide an attachment 
stating, “No prior USDA NIFA SBIR Phase II awards have been issued to [Insert Company 
Name]”. 
 
USDA NIFA SBIR shall collect and retain the information for its internal use. Any data provided 
under this section of the application may lead to USDA NIFA contacting the applicant to 
coordinate the development of additional information that can serve to inform the public and the 
Federal Government on the benefits of the USDA NIFA SBIR program to Small Businesses.  
 
C. Funding Restrictions 
Legislative mandated Indirect Cost (IDC).   
Successful applicants must not use grant funds awarded under the authority of this RFA to 
renovate or refurbish research, education, or extension space; purchase or install fixed equipment 
in such space; or to plan, repair, rehabilitate, acquire, or construct buildings or facilities.  
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Fully negotiated rate. Applicants must use the current negotiated Indirect Cost (IDC) rate 
established by its cognizant Federal agency (the agency that provides the most funds). If 
awarded, the applicant will be required to produce a negotiated IDC rate agreement from the 
cognizant agency in order to recover IDC. If unable to obtain a negotiated rate from its cognizant 
agency, the applicant is not permitted indirect cost reimbursement. Rather, the applicant may 
only be reimbursed for allowable direct costs. Violation of cost accounting principles is not 
permitted when re-budgeting or charging costs to awards. Rather, costs must be consistently 
charged as either indirect or direct costs. 
 
If the applicant wants full IDC, but does not have a negotiated rate, and NIFA is the cognizant 
agency, the applicant must calculate an IDC rate in order to request IDC (see Sample IDC 
calculations). Applicants are not required to complete the IDC package during the application 
process. Applicants need only to calculate an IDC rate to serve as a basis for requesting IDC. If 
awarded, the applicant will be required to submit a complete IDC proposal package in order to 
obtain a negotiated rate. 
 
Successful applicants must not use grant funds awarded under the authority of this RFA to 
renovate or refurbish research, education, or extension space; purchase or install fixed equipment 
in such space; or to plan, repair, rehabilitate, acquire, or construct buildings or facilities.  
 
D. Submission Dates and Times 
We recommend that you conduct an administrative review of the application before submission 
of it via Grants.gov to ensure that it complies with all preparation instructions including page 
limits and pdf format.  An application checklist is included in Part VII of the NIFA Grants.gov 
Application Guide to assist with this review. 

 
Instructions for submitting an application are included in Part IV, § 1.9 of the NIFA Grants.gov 
Application Guide.  

 
Applications for FY2022 must be received by Grants.gov by 5 p.m. Eastern Time on November 
3, 2021.  Applications for FY2023 must be received by Grants.gov by 5 p.m. Eastern Time on 
October 6, 2022. Applications received after this deadline WILL NOT be considered for review 
or funding. 
 
If you have trouble submitting an application to Grants.gov, you should FIRST contact the 
Grants.gov Help Desk to resolve any problems.  Keep a record of any such correspondence.  See 
Part IV. A for Grants.gov contact information. 

 
Applicants must allow additional time for electronic submission and plan ahead to allow time for 
correction of technical errors identified by Grants.gov.  It is recommended that applicants begin 
submitting their completed application at least one day prior to the deadline.  The USDA NIFA 
SBIR Program will rarely accept late applications.  Exceptions are only made for delays due to 
natural disasters or technical problems experienced by Grants.gov that impacts the entire 
applicant community.  Documentation of the problem will be required.  Exceptions made for 
technical problems will be for Grants.gov system failures prior to the deadline that impacts the 
entire applicant community.  Applicants who have problems with their submissions to 

https://nifa.usda.gov/resource/indirect-cost-chart
https://nifa.usda.gov/resource/indirect-cost-chart
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Grants.gov must call the Grants.gov help desk to resolve the problems and keep a record of the 
following:  
 

1. Grants.gov Tracking Numbers  
2. Case numbers provided by Grants.gov  
3. Any correspondence with Grants.gov regarding the submission problem  
4.  Any correspondence with SAM and Dunn and Bradstreet during the registration process  
 

Once the application is successfully submitted to Grants.gov the applicant must forward the 
information above via email to sbir@usda.gov.  Information obtained from the case number and 
correspondence will be used to verify if the submission problem was due to a Grants.gov system 
failure that impacted the entire applicant community or due to a problem with the applicant.  
This information will be used to determine the final decision to accept or not accept a late 
application. 

 
We send email correspondence to the AR regarding the status of submitted applications.  We 
strongly encourage you to provide accurate email addresses, where designated, on the SF-424 
R&R Application for Federal Assistance.  

 
If the AR has not received correspondence from NIFA regarding a submitted application within 
30 days of the established deadline, contact sbir@usda.gov and request the application number 
that was assigned to the application.  Failure to do so may result in the application not being 
considered for funding by the peer review panel.  Once the application has been assigned an 
application number, you should cite this number on all future correspondence. 
 
It is anticipated that the evaluation of SBIR Phase I applications will require approximately six 
months from submission deadline, and no information on application status will be available 
until final selections have been made.  Both successful and unsuccessful applicants will be 
notified of final award decisions via email within approximately 6 months after the submission 
deadline. 

mailto:sbir@usda.gov
mailto:sbir@usda.gov
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PART V. APPLICATION REVIEW REQUIREMENTS 

A. NIFA’s Evaluation Process 
NIFA evaluates each application in a two-part process. First, we screen each application to 
ensure that it meets the administrative requirements set forth in this RFA. All administrative 
requirements must be met in order for the application to proceed to the next level of review. 
Second, a scientific peer-review process will be used to technically evaluate applications that 
have met the administrative requirements using a review panel (see NIFA Peer Review Process). 
 
Scientific Peer Review Process: 
NIFA selects reviewers for the review panel based upon their training and experience in 
relevant scientific, extension, or education fields, taking into account the following factors: 

1.  the level of relevant formal scientific, technical education, or extension experience of 
the individual, as well as the extent to which an individual is engaged in relevant 
research, education, or extension activities; 

2.  the need to include experts from various areas of specialization within relevant 
scientific, education, or extension fields; 

3.   the need to include other experts (e.g., producers, range or forest managers/operators, 
and consumers) who can assess the relevance of the applications to targeted audiences 
and program needs; 

4.   the need to include experts from a variety of organizational types (e.g., colleges, 
universities, industry, state and Federal agencies, and private profit and non-profit 
organizations) and geographic locations; 

5.   the need to maintain a balanced composition with regard to minority and female 
representation and equitable age distribution; and 

6.   the need to include reviewers who can judge the practical effective usefulness of each 
application to producers and the general public. 

 
After each peer review panel has completed its deliberations, the responsible program staff of 
NIFA will recommend that your project is either approved for support from currently available 
funds or declined due to insufficient funds or unfavorable review. 
 
NIFA reserves the right to negotiate with the PD/PI and/or the submitting organization or 
institution regarding project revisions (e.g., reductions in the scope of work, funding level, 
period, or method of support) before to recommending any project for funding. 
 
After the review process has been completed, NIFA sends copies of reviews, not including the 
reviewers' identity, and a summary (if applicable) of the review panel comments to the PD. 
 
Conflicts of interest. NIFA takes extreme care to prevent any actual or perceived conflicts of 
interest that may influence the review or evaluation (see NIFA Peer Review Process for 
Competitive Grant Applications). 
 
B. Evaluation Criteria 
NIFA anticipates that the evaluation of SBIR Phase I applications will require approximately six 
months from submission deadline. No information on application status will be available until 
NIFA makes the final selections. NIFA will notify both successful and unsuccessful applicants of 

https://nifa.usda.gov/resource/nifa-peer-review-process-competitive-grant-applications
https://nifa.usda.gov/resource/nifa-peer-review-process-competitive-grant-applications
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final award decisions via email. For information about the status of a submitted application, see 
Part III § 6 of the Application Guide. 
 
Applicants should be aware that applications that do not satisfy all of the screening criteria will 
be returned to the proposing entity without review.  Returned applications may not be 
resubmitted (with or without revision) under this solicitation.  The initial screening criteria are 
the following: 

a. The proposing firm must qualify as a small business concern and have received an 
SBC Control Number. USDA NIFA uses the Small Business Administration (SBA) 
SBIR company registry certification that the applicant is to provide with the 
application to confirm the applicant is a small business concern.  

b. The application must meet the Application Content and Format requirements as 
described in this RFA.  This includes page length requirements, all required forms 
and all files in PDF. 

c. The proposed budget must be within the dollar ceiling identified in this RFA. 
d. The proposed Phase I project must fall within one of the USDA NIFA SBIR topic 

areas.  
e. An application must contain adequate scientific/technical and market opportunity 

information that clearly states the project plan and objectives.  USDA NIFA reserves  
the right not to submit for review any application that it finds to have insufficient 
information 

 
NIFA will use the following criteria to evaluate proposals submitted in response to this RFA that 
pass the screening criteria described above:  
 

1. Phase I Scientific and Technical Feasibility  
a. Project objectives and outcomes are clearly described, adequate, and appropriate. 

All project components (i.e., research and commercialization) are reflected in one 
or more project objectives; 

b. Proposed approach, procedures, or methodologies are innovative, original, clearly 
described, suitable, and feasible; 

c. Expected results or outcomes are clearly stated, measurable, and achievable 
within the allotted time frame requested by the applicant; 

d. Proposed research fills knowledge gaps that are critical to the development of new 
innovations to address the stated problem or issue; 

e. Proposed research is up-to-date on the current state of the art (i.e., literature 
reviews have been completed); 

f. Proposed research includes agriculturally-related Manufacturing and/or Energy 
Efficiency and/or Alternative and Renewable Energy technologies; 

g. Proposed research incudes documentation to support access to facilities, 
equipment or expertise. 
 

2. Market Potential 
a. Does the outcome of the proposed activity lead to a marketable product, service or 

process that warrants significant USDA SBIR support? 
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b. Has the proposing firm provided adequate information to validate the market 
opportunity? Is there enough information to validate the market opportunity? Has 
the proposing firm included information that indicates they understand business 
economics and market drivers in the target industry? 

c. Given the stage of the proposed effort, is the team well-balanced between 
technical and business skills? 

d. Has the proposing firm successfully commercialized SBIR supported innovations 
where prior awards have been made? 

e. Does the application demonstrate that the company has initiated dialogue with 
relevant stakeholders (potential customers or end users, strategic partners or 
investors) for the proposed innovation and that a legitimate business opportunity 
may exist should the technology prove feasible through the inclusion of letters of 
support? Does the application clearly justify why letters of support are not being 
included due to business considerations as it relates to the technical and 
commercial aspects of the innovation? 
 

3. Importance of the Problem   
a. There is sufficient justification for the importance of the problem 
b. The proposed project is in the public interest 

 
4. Investigator and Resource Qualifications  

a. Roles of key personnel are clearly defined; 
b. Key personnel have sufficient scientific and business expertise to complete the 

proposed project, and where appropriate, partnerships with other disciplines and 
institutions are established; 

c. PD and Co-PD biographic information/resumes provide relevant employment 
history; 

d. Support personnel, facilities, and instrumentation are sufficient; 
e. A clear plan is articulated for project management, including time allocated for 

attainment of objectives and delivery of products, maintenance of partnerships 
and collaborations, and a strategy to enhance communication, data sharing, and 
reporting among members of the project team;  

f. Consultants, subcontractors, or CRADA cooperators that are involved in the 
project have provided letters verifying their willingness to participate in the 
project; 

g. Personnel on subcontract(s) and consulting agreement(s) have defined roles and 
responsibilities. 

 
5. Budget 

a. The budget is appropriate for the proposed project; and 
b. There is sufficient budget detail to indicate clearly how the funds would be 

utilized 
 

6. Duplication 
a. There is no duplication of any ongoing or previous research by the small 

business firm or by other researchers; and 
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b. Application clearly indicates how the proposed technology would differ 
significantly 
 

NIFA uses an electronic Peer Review System (PRS) that allows reviewers of the application the 
ability to provide comments, scores and recommendations to SBIR staff. NIFA provides 
guidance and instructions to the reviewers on how to access PRS and that the following review 
criteria serves as the basis for the review. Approximately equal consideration will be given to 
each criterion, except for items (A) and (B) which will receive twice the value of any of the other 
items. 
Additional factors that will be considered in the review process are whether an application 
involves a CRADA with a USDA or other Federal laboratory or contains letters of support that 
demonstrate that the company has initiated dialogue with relevant stakeholders (potential 
customers or end users, strategic partners or investors) for the proposed innovation and that a 
legitimate business opportunity may exist should the technology prove feasible. In the event that 
two or more applications are of approximately equal merit, the existence of a CRADA with a 
USDA or other Federal laboratory or a follow-on funding commitment for Phase III will be an 
important consideration to break the tie. 

C. Proprietary Information 
Information contained in unsuccessful applications will remain the property of the applicant.  
The Government may, however, retain copies of all applications.  Public release of information 
in any application submitted will be subject to existing statutory and regulatory requirements.  If 
proprietary information is provided by an applicant in an application, which constitutes a trade 
secret, proprietary commercial or financial information, confidential personal information or data 
affecting the national security, it will be treated in confidence, to the extent permitted by law.  
This information must be clearly marked by the applicant with the term “confidential proprietary 
information,” and the following legend must appear on each PDF attachment submitted as a part 
of the application:  “These data shall not be disclosed outside the Government and shall not be 
duplicated, used or disclosed in whole or in part for any purpose other than evaluation of this 
application.  If a funding agreement is awarded to this applicant as a result of or in connection 
with the submission of these data, the Government shall have the right to duplicate, use or 
disclose the data to the extent provided in the funding agreement and pursuant to applicable law.  
This restriction does not limit the Government’s right to use information contained in the data if 
it is obtained from another source without restriction.  The data subject to this restriction are 
contained on pages __ of this application.” 
Any other legend may be unacceptable to the Government and may constitute grounds for 
removing the application from further consideration without assuming any liability for 
inadvertent disclosure.  The Government will limit dissemination of such information to within 
official channels. 
 
USDA NIFA, by law, is required to make the final decision as to whether the information is 
required to be kept in confidence.  Information contained in unsuccessful applications will 
remain the property of the applicant.  However, USDA NIFA will retain for three years one file 
copy of all applications received.  Public release of information for any application submitted 
will be subject to existing statutory and regulatory requirements.  The legislation reauthorizing 
the SBIR Program strengthened the protection of awardee firms relative to maintaining 
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confidentiality of proprietary information for a period of four years after the end of the grant 
period.  However, any application which is funded will be considered an integral part of the 
award and normally will be made available to the public upon request through the Freedom of 
Information Act, except for designated proprietary information. 
The inclusion of proprietary information is discouraged unless it is necessary for the proper 
evaluation of the application.  If proprietary information is to be included, it should be limited, 
set apart from other text on a separate page, and keyed to the text by numbers.  It should be 
confined to a few critical technical items which, if disclosed, could jeopardize the obtaining of 
foreign or domestic patents.  Trade secrets, salaries, or other information that could jeopardize 
commercial competitiveness should be similarly keyed and presented on a separate page. 
Applications or reports that attempt to restrict dissemination of large amounts of information 
may be found unacceptable by USDA NIFA. 

D. Rights in Technical Data 
Rights in technical data, including software developed under the terms of any funding agreement 
resulting from an application submitted in response to this solicitation, shall remain with the 
grantee.  However, the Government shall have the limited right to use such data for 
Governmental purposes and shall not release such data outside the Government without 
permission of the grantee for a period of four years from completion of the project under which  
the data were generated.  Effective at the conclusion of the four-year period, the Government 
shall retain a royalty-free license for Governmental use of any technical data delivered under the 
agreement, whether patented or not.  
 
Rights in Data Developed Under SBIR Funding Agreement. 
The Act provides for “retention by an SBC of the rights to data generated by the concern in the 
performance of an SBIR award.” 

1.  Each agency must refrain from disclosing SBIR technical data to outside the 
Government (except reviewers) and especially to competitors of the SBC, or from using the 
information to produce future technical procurement specifications that could harm the 
SBC that discovered and developed the innovation. 
2.  SBIR agencies must protect from disclosure and non-governmental use all SBIR 
technical data developed from work performed under an SBIR funding agreement for a 
period of not less than four years from delivery of the last deliverable under that agreement 
(either Phase I, Phase II, or Federally-funded SBIR Phase III) unless, subject to paragraph 
(3) of this section, the agency obtains permission to disclose such SBIR technical data from 
the awardee or SBIR applicant. Agencies are released from obligation to protect SBIR data 
upon expiration of the protection period except that any such data that is also protected and 
referenced under a subsequent SBIR award must remain protected through the protection 
period of that subsequent SBIR award. For example, if a Phase III award is issued within or 
after the Phase II data rights protection period and the Phase III award refers to and protects 
data developed and protected under the Phase II award, then that data must continue to be 
protected through the Phase III protection period. Agencies have discretion to adopt a 
protection period longer than four years. The Government retains a royalty-free license for 
Government use of any technical data delivered under an SBIR award, whether patented or 
not. This section does not apply to program evaluation. 
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3. SBIR technical data rights apply to all SBIR awards, including subcontracts to such 
awards, that fall within the statutory definition of Phase I, II, or III of the SBIR Program, as 
described in §4 of this Policy Directive. The scope and extent of the SBIR technical data 
rights applicable to Federally funded Phase III awards is identical to the SBIR data rights 
applicable to Phases I and II SBIR awards. The data rights protection period lapses only: 

a. Upon expiration of the protection period applicable to the SBIR award; or 
b. By agreement between the awardee and the agency. 

E. Copyrights 
Grantees also should assert copyright in scientific and technical articles based on data produced 
under the grant where necessary to effect journal publication or inclusion in proceedings 
associated with professional activities. Journal or other copyright practices are acceptable unless 
the copyright policy prevents the grantee from making copies for its own use. 
Proper acknowledgement of public funding in published scientific articles, manuscripts, 
presentations and press releases is critical for the success of the agency’s programs. Please use 
the following language to acknowledge NIFA support in such publications and associated 
presentations, as appropriate: 

“This research was supported [in part] by the intramural research program of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, National Institute of Food and Agriculture, [insert program type 
Small Business Innovative Research, etc., and accession number, if applicable].” 

 
The recipient must also include a disclaimer in all publications and presentations stating the 
following: 

“The Findings and Conclusions in This Preliminary [Publication/Presentation/Blog] Have 
Not Been Formally Disseminated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and Should Not Be 
Construed to Represent Any Agency Determination or Policy.” 

 
Presentations should include this disclaimer on the title slide in similar font and size to the name 
and title of the presenter. 
 
If the grantee plans to issue a press release concerning the outcome of NIFA grant-supported 
research, they should notify NIFA in advance to allow for coordination. Publications resulting 
from work performed under a NIFA grant-supported project must be included as part of the 
annual or final progress report submitted to NIFA. When publications are available 
electronically, electronic access information should be provided.  

F. Patents and Inventions 
Allocation of rights to inventions shall be in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 202-206 and the 
Department of Commerce implementing regulations entitled “Rights to Inventions Made by 
Nonprofit Organizations and Small Business Firms under Government Grants, Contracts and 
Cooperative Agreements” at 37 C.F.R. Part 401.  These regulations provide that small businesses 
normally may retain the principal worldwide patent rights to any invention developed with 
USDA NIFA support.  USDA NIFA receives a royalty-free license for Federal Government use, 
reserves the right to require the patentee to license others in certain circumstances, and requires 
that anyone exclusively licensed to sell the invention in the United States must normally 
manufacture it domestically.  To the extent authorized by 35 U.S.C. 205, USDA NIFA will not 

https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=(title:35%20section:202%20edition:prelim)%20OR%20(granuleid:USC-prelim-title35-section202)&f=treesort&edition=prelim&num=0&jumpTo=true
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=(title:35%20section:205%20edition:prelim)%20OR%20(granuleid:USC-prelim-title35-section205)&f=treesort&edition=prelim&num=0&jumpTo=true
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make public any information disclosing a USDA-supported invention for a four-year period to 
allow the grantee a reasonable time to file an initial patent application.  Additional information 
may be obtained by contacting: 
 
Michael Fitzner, Acting Director of Planning, Accountability, and Reporting  
National Institute of Food and Agriculture  
Email: Michael.Fitzner@usda.gov 
 
SBIR awardees must report inventions to the awarding agency within two months of the 
inventor’s report to the awardee.  The reporting of inventions must be made through submission 
to Interagency Edison (www.iedison.gov).  Specific instructions for invention reporting are 
contained in the agency’s terms and conditions, a copy of which can be provided upon request. 

G. Research Involving Special Considerations 
A number of situations frequently encountered in the conduct of scientific research require the 
submission of special information for a particular project.  Since some types of research targeted 
for SBIR support have high probability of involving human subjects at risk or vertebrate animals, 
special instructions follow:  
 
If the proposed research will involve human subjects at risk or vertebrate animals, the application 
must so indicate by checking “Yes” on the RR OtherProjectInfo form found in § IV. Further, in 
the event that the project is funded, the applicant may be required to have the research plan 
reviewed and approved by the appropriate review board or committee. It is suggested that 
applicants contact local universities, colleges, or nonprofit research organizations which have 
established such reviewing mechanisms to have this service performed. 
 
Guidelines to be applied and observed when conducting such research are outlined below. 

1. Human Subjects at Risk - Regulations issued by the Department of Agriculture to be 
used in safeguarding the rights and welfare of human subjects used in research 
supported with USDA grant funds are contained in 45 CFR Part 46 and USDA 
regulations set forth in 7 CFR Part 1(c).  All nonexempt research projects involving 
human subjects must be approved by an Institutional Review Board prior to 
commencing actual substantive work. 

2. Animal Care - The performing organization must comply with the Animal Welfare Act 
(7 U.S.C. 2131-2156); Public Law 89-544, 1996 and the regulations issued by the 
Department of Agriculture in 9 CFR parts 1, 2, 3 and 4.  In the case of domesticated 
farm animals housed under farm conditions, the grantee must adhere to the principles 
stated in the Guide for the Care and Use of Agricultural Animals in Agricultural 
Research and Teaching, Federation of Animal Sciences Societies, 1999.  In the event a 
project involving the use of living vertebrate animals results in a grant award, funds 
will be released only after a qualified Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee has 
approved the project. 

 

mailto:Michael.Fitzner@usda.gov
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/retrieveECFR?gp=1&SID=dfb643d3b5fcd56a2821e00debb03667&ty=HTML&h=L&mc=true&n=pt45.1.46&r=PART#sp45.1.46.a
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=dfb643d3b5fcd56a2821e00debb03667&mc=true&node=pt7.1.1c&rgn=div5
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=(title:7%20section:2131%20edition:prelim)%20OR%20(granuleid:USC-prelim-title7-section2131)&f=treesort&edition=prelim&num=0&jumpTo=true
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=dfb643d3b5fcd56a2821e00debb03667&mc=true&node=pt9.1.1&rgn=div5
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=dfb643d3b5fcd56a2821e00debb03667&mc=true&node=pt9.1.2&rgn=div5
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=dfb643d3b5fcd56a2821e00debb03667&mc=true&node=pt9.1.3&rgn=div5
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=dfb643d3b5fcd56a2821e00debb03667&mc=true&node=pt9.1.4&rgn=div5
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H. Grantee Commitments 
Upon issuance of a research grant by USDA NIFA, the awardee will be required to make certain 
legal commitments through acceptance of the award document and the terms and conditions 
attached thereto, as well as any project-specific terms or conditions outlined.  

I. Additional Information 
1. This RFA is intended for informational purposes and reflects current planning.  If there is 

any inconsistency between the information contained herein and the terms of any 
resulting SBIR funding agreement, the terms and conditions of the funding agreement are 
controlling. 

2. Before the award of an SBIR funding agreement, USDA NIFA requires the submission of 
certain organizational management, personnel, and financial information to assure 
responsibility of the applicant, including certification that the proposing organization is in 
compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964.  These forms will be provided to the small 
business concern by the Office of Grants Financial Management, NIFA, prior to the 
forwarding of the funding agreement for acceptance.  The information contained in both 
forms must normally be submitted on a one-time basis only. It is anticipated that all 
Phase I awardees will be required to submit the above information.  Please note that 
USDA NIFA will not issue an award until all requested organizational management and 
financial information has been received.  Delaying or failing to submit this information 
could result in the application not being funded.  
 
Under Federal law it is USDA NIFA’s responsibility to ensure Federal funds are 
disbursed in accordance with Federal regulations. USDA NIFA reserves the right to 
enact additional oversight controls on awardees deemed to be high risk based on 
organizational management, personnel, and financial information provided.  

 
3. If an applicant or a grantee is contemplating any type of transaction involving the entity 

(i.e., merger, spin-off or sale), it is advised that the applicant or the grantee contact one 
of the SBIR NPLs (see Part VII of the RFA) for knowledge of how the transaction may 
affect a potential grant or the grant, as applicable. 
 

4. USDA NIFA is not responsible for any monies expended by the applicant prior to the 
award of any funding agreement. 
 

5. This RFA is not an offer by USDA NIFA and does not obligate USDA NIFA to make 
any specific number of awards.  Also, awards under this program are contingent upon 
the availability of funds. 
 

6. Unsolicited applications will not be accepted under the SBIR program. 
 

7. The applicant must provide the total number of employees for the organization and its 
subsidiaries and/or parent company, if applicable. 
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J. Organizational Management Information 
Applicants must submit specific management information relating to an applicant prior to an 
award and update the information as needed. Applicants may only have to update their 
information if they had previously provided the information under this or another NIFA program. 
NIFA provides the requisite forms during the pre-award process. Although an applicant may be 
eligible for award under this program, there are factors that may exclude an applicant from 
receiving federal financial and nonfinancial assistance and benefits under this program (e.g., 
debarment or suspension of an individual, or a determination that an applicant is not 
responsible). 

K. Application Disposition 
Applicants may withdraw at any time before NIFA makes a final funding decision. NIFA will 
retain all applications, including withdrawn applications and unfunded applications.  
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PART VI. AWARD ADMINISTRATION 

A. General 
Within the limit of funds authorized, the NIFA awarding official will make grants to responsible 
and eligible applicants whose applications are judged most meritorious under the procedures set 
forth in this RFA. The date specified by the NIFA awarding official as the effective date of the 
grant must be no later than September 30 of the federal fiscal year in which the project is 
approved for support and funds are appropriated for such purpose, unless otherwise permitted by 
law. The project need not be initiated on the grant effective date, but as soon thereafter as 
practical so that project goals may be attained within the funded project period. All funds granted 
by NIFA under this RFA may be used only for the purpose for which they are granted in 
accordance with the approved application and budget, regulations, terms and conditions of the 
award, applicable federal cost principles, USDA assistance regulations, and NIFA General 
Awards Administration Provisions,7 CFR part 3430, subparts A through E. 
 
Award Notice. The award document will provide pertinent instructions and information as 
described in 2 CFR § 200.211 (see NIFA’s Terms and Conditions). 
 
B. Administrative and National Policy Requirements 
Several federal statutes and regulations apply to grant applications and the projects outlined in 
this RFA (some are listed here: Federal Regulations). Unless specifically noted by statue or 
award-specific requirements, NIFA Policy Guide applies to all NIFA awards.  
 
C. Expected Program Outputs and Reporting Requirements 
The output and reporting requirements are included in the award terms and conditions (see 
https://www.nifa.usda.gov/business/awards/awardterms.html for information about NIFA award 
terms). If there are any program or award-specific award terms, those, if any, will be identified in 
the award. 
  
SBIR Phase I Technical Reports 
For all Phase I awards, an interim technical progress report must be submitted at approximately 
the mid-point in the project. In addition, a comprehensive final technical report must be 
submitted within 120 days following expiration of the Phase I grant. These reports will be 
submitted electronically per the award terms and conditions to sbir@usda.gov.  
 
Please note: All technical reports are held confidential for a period covering four years after the 
termination of the project. As such, proprietary information may be included in the interim and 
final technical reports when necessary to provide the USDA NIFA SBIR staff adequate 
information to evaluate the outcome of the project. 
  
REEport 
Grantees are to submit initial project information and annual and summary reports to NIFA’s 
electronic, Web-based inventory system, REEport, that facilitates both grantee submissions of 
project outcomes and public access to information on Federally-funded projects. The details of 
these reporting requirements are included in the award terms and conditions (see REEport Guide 
for Project Directors). Please note: Reports submitted via REEport will be placed in the USDA 
Current Research Information System (CRIS) database. CRIS is an online public database meant 

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=1a74011311d649ff6313ca273791b131&mc=true&node=pt7.15.3430&rgn=div5
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/retrieveECFR?gp=&SID=c44a1f8f16917d78ba5ba676eac5fdc3&mc=true&r=SECTION&n=se2.1.200_1211
https://nifa.usda.gov/terms-and-conditions
https://nifa.usda.gov/federal-regulations
https://nifa.usda.gov/policy-guide
https://www.nifa.usda.gov/business/awards/awardterms.html
mailto:sbir@usda.gov
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to provide information to the general public on all awards made by USDA NIFA. As such, 
proprietary information should not be included in these reports. Additionally, a REEport 
submission does not meet the requirements for the interim and final technical report as these are 
additional reports required under the terms and conditions for the grant. 
  
Federal Financial Management Requirements 
Grantees are expected to comply with applicable federal financial management requirements 
included in the award’s terms and conditions, 7 CFR 3403, 48 CFR part 31 and 2 CFR part 200. 
Below is a list of major requirements. Failure to comply could trigger significant audit liability 
and require global reconstruction of the grantees accounting system. 
  
Separation of Funds. To avoid commingling of funds, grantees must establish a unique 
account(s) in their accounting system to capture and accumulate funding and related costs of the 
grant, apart from other federal and non-federal grants, projects and cost centers. 
  
Timekeeping. To support direct and indirect labor charges, grantees must maintain hourly 
timesheets that encompass all hours worked and not worked on a daily basis. The timesheet 
should identify the: (a) grant, project or cost center being worked on; (b) number of hours 
worked on each; (c) description of work performed; and (d) Paid Time Off (PTO) hours. The 
total hours recorded each day should coincide with an individual’s employment status in 
accordance with established policy (i.e., full-time employees work 8 hours each day, etc.). 
  
Paid Time Off (PTO). Grantees may not directly charge a grant for time not spent working on the 
grant. Therefore, PTO (i.e., vacation, holiday, sick and other paid leave) is not recoverable 
directly from grants, but rather must be allocated to all grants, projects and cost centers over an 
entire cost accounting period. 
  
Full-Time University and other Organization Appointments. The effort and compensation of 
individuals budgeted to work on grants, but who also hold full-time appointments at a university 
or another organization, may not exceed 100 percent. If applicable, it is necessary to: 
(a) obtain a letter releasing the individual from their full-time appointment. The release should be 
reflected in the organizations official payroll distribution system; (b) limit effort on the grant to 
time periods not covered by the full-time appointment; (c) or remove and replace with alternative 
research personnel. In addition, the primary employment of the Project Director/Principal 
Investigator (PD/PI) must be with the small business concern at the time of award and during the 
conduct of the proposed research. Eligible primary employment means that more than one-half 
(51%) of the PD’s/PI’s time is spent in the employ of the small business during the award period 
of performance. Primary employment with the small business precludes the applicant as a full-
time employee with another organization or academic institution. While the PD/PI must work 
more than one-half (51%) of his/her time for the small business during the entire grant period, 
there is no time requirement for the PD’s/PI’s work on the proposed research. 

  
Owners of Closely-Held Corporations (Limited Liability Companies, Partnerships, 
SCorporations, etc.). Owners of closely held corporations whose compensation is charged 
directly or indirectly to federal awards, must take their compensation in the form of W-2 
supported salaries or guaranteed payments in order to: (a) trigger expense recognition in the 
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accounting system; (b) ensure all compensation is reflected in grant-specific ledgers; and (c) to 
create a clear audit trail. 
  
Consistent Treatment of Costs. Grantees must treat costs consistently across all federal and 
nonfederal grants, projects and cost centers. For example, grantees may not direct-charge federal 
grants for costs typically considered indirect in nature, unless done consistently. Examples of 
indirect costs include: administrative salaries, rent, accounting fees, utilities, etc. In most cases, 
the cost to develop an accounting system adequate to justify direct charging of the 
aforementioned items outweighs the benefits. As a result, use of an indirect cost rate is the most 
effective mechanism to recover these costs and not violate federal financial requirements of 
consistency, allocability and allowability. Additional guidance on indirect cost calculations can 
be found at https://nifa.usda.gov/indirect-costs. 

https://nifa.usda.gov/indirect-costs
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PART VII. OTHER INFORMATION 
 
A. Use of Funds and Changes in Budget 
Delegation of fiscal responsibility. Unless the terms and conditions of the award state otherwise, 
awardees may not in whole or in part delegate or transfer to another person, institution, or 
organization the responsibility for use or expenditure of award funds. 

Changes in Budget or Project Plans. In accordance with 2 CFR § 200.308, awardees must 
request prior approval from NIFA for the following program or budget-related reasons (the 
awardee is subject to the terms and conditions identified in the award): 

1. Change in the scope or the objective of the project or program without prior written 
approval (even if there is no associated budget revision requiring); 

2. Change in a key person specified in the application or the federal award;  
3. Disengagement from the project for more than three months, or a 25 percent reduction in 

time devoted to the project; 
4. Inclusion of costs that require prior approval in accordance with 2 CFR § 200.400 

Subpart E (Cost Principles), or 45 CFR Part 75 Appendix IX, (Principles for Determining 
Costs Applicable to Research and Development under Awards and Contracts with 
Hospitals), or 48 CFR, unless waived by the federal awarding agency, 

5. 48 CFR Part 31, Contract Cost Principles and Procedures; 
6. Transfer of funds budgeted for participant support costs to other categories of expense (2 

CFR § 200.456 Participant support costs); 
7. Sub-awarding, transferring or contracting out of any work under a federal award, 

including fixed amount sub-awards (see 2 CFR § 200.333, Fixed Amount Sub-awards), 
unless described in the application and funded in the approved federal awards. This 
provision does not apply to the acquisition of supplies, material, equipment, or general 
support services; 

8. Changes in the approved cost-sharing or matching provided by the non-federal entity; and  
9. The need for additional federal funds to complete the project. 

 
B. Confidential Aspects of Applications and Awards 
When an application results in an award, it becomes a part of NIFA transaction records, which 
are available to the public. Information that the Secretary of Agriculture determines to be 
confidential, privileged, or proprietary in nature will be held in confidence to the extent 
permitted by law. Therefore, applicants should clearly mark any information within the 
application they wish to have considered as confidential, privileged, or proprietary. NIFA will 
retain a copy of an application that does not result in an award for three years. Such an 
application will be released only with the consent of the applicant or to the extent required by 
law. An applicant may withdraw at any time prior to the final action thereon.  
 
C. Regulatory Information 
This program is not subject to the provisions of Executive Order 12372, which requires 
intergovernmental consultation with state and local officials. Under the provisions of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. Chapter 35), the collection of information 
requirements contained in this notice have been approved under OMB Document No. 0524-
0039. 

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=3af89506559b05297e7d0334cb283e24&mc=true&node=se2.1.200_1308&rgn=div8
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=dc069d42776cd3451f66232d56026057&mc=true&node=pt2.1.200&rgn=div5#sp2.1.200.e
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=dc069d42776cd3451f66232d56026057&mc=true&node=pt2.1.200&rgn=div5#sp2.1.200.e
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?node=pt45.1.75#ap45.1.75_1521.ix
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=4d9d83a5cef52c19c5ff83421fa48a4b&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title48/48tab_02.tpl
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=4d9d83a5cef52c19c5ff83421fa48a4b&mc=true&node=pt48.1.31&rgn=div5
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=875f7422535a157681c65d5ff44deb32&mc=true&node=pt2.1.200&rgn=div5#se2.1.200_1456
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=9eaf9554e1f32bf0d83aca55646e9b7e&mc=true&node=pt2.1.200&rgn=div5#se2.1.200_1333
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=0b37e8c84a4efb59ea63d99c6e78803e&mc=true&node=se24.3.570_1612&rgn=div8
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid:USC-prelim-title44-section3501&num=0&edition=prelim
http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title44/chapter35&edition=prelim
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/10/29/2018-23552/submission-for-omb-review-comment-request
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/10/29/2018-23552/submission-for-omb-review-comment-request
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APPENDIX I: AGENCY CONTACT 

Program Contacts 
Name Email Telephone 

8.1 Forests and Related Resources  
Dr. Daniel Cassidy  

 
Patrick.Cassidy@usda.gov  

 
(202) 906-0614 

8.2 Plant Production and Protection- 
Biology –  
Dr. Kari Perez 

 
 
Kari.Perez@usda.gov  

 
 
(816) 550-8047 

8.3 Animal Production and Protection  
Dr. Robert Smith &  
Dr. Frank Siewerdt 

 
Robert.M.Smith@usda.gov  
Frank.Siewerdt@usda.gov  

 
(202) 445-3468 
(816) 329-9745 

8.4 Conservation of Natural Resources  
Dr. James Dobrowolski 
Dr. Sandeep Kumar 

  
James.Dobrowolski@usda.gov  
Sandeep.Kumar@usda.gov  

  
(202) 420-8918 
  

8.5 Food Science and Nutrition  
Dr. Lydia Kaume 

 
Lydia.Kaume@usda.gov  

 
(816) 642-4607 

8.6 Rural and Community 
Development  
Dr. Keith Harris 

 
 
Keith.Harris@usda.gov  

  

8.7 Aquaculture  
Dr. Timothy Sullivan 

 
Timothy.Sullivan@usda.gov  

 
(816) 527-5434 

8.8 Biofuels and Biobased Products  
Dr. David Songstad     

 
David.Songstad@usda.gov  

  
(816) 412-7422 

8.12 Small and Mid-Size Farms  
Dr. Denis Ebodaghe 

 
Denis.Ebodaghe@usda.gov  

 
(202) 445-5460 

8.13 Plant Production and Protection 
– Engineering  
Dr. Victoria Finkenstadt 
Dr. Steven Thomson 

 
 
Victoria.Finkenstadt@usda.gov  
Steven.J.Thomson@usda.gov  

 
 
(816) 520-8456 
(816) 908-3310 

SBIR Program Coordinator  
Melinda Coffman 

 
Melinda.Coffman@usda.gov 

 
(816) 854-0299 

SBIR General Mailbox sbir@usda.gov   
 

For administrative questions related to 
• Grants.gov, see Part IV of this RFA 
• Other RFA or application questions, please email grantapplicationquestions@usda.gov  
• Awards under this RFA, please email awards@usda.gov  

 
U.S. Postal Mailing Address: 
National Institute of Food and Agriculture 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
P.O. Box 419205, MS 10000 
Kansas City, MO 64141-6205 
 
Courier/Package Delivery Address: 
National Institute of Food and Agriculture 
United States Department of Agriculture 
2312 East Bannister Road, MS 10000 

mailto:Patrick.Cassidy@usda.gov
mailto:Kari.Perez@usda.gov
mailto:Robert.M.Smith@usda.gov
mailto:Frank.Siewerdt@usda.gov
mailto:James.Dobrowolski@usda.gov
mailto:Sandeep.Kumar@usda.gov
mailto:Lydia.Kaume@usda.gov
mailto:Keith.Harris@usda.gov
mailto:Timothy.Sullivan@usda.gov
mailto:David.Songstad@usda.gov
mailto:Denis.Ebodaghe@usda.gov
mailto:Victoria.Finkenstadt@usda.gov
mailto:Steven.J.Thomson@usda.gov
mailto:Melinda.Coffman@usda.gov
mailto:Kelly.McDonald2@usda.gov
https://www.grants.gov/
mailto:grantapplicationquestions@usda.gov
mailto:awards@usda.gov
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APPENDIX II: GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
 
Name Acronyms 
Authorized Organizational Representative AR 
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance  CFDA 
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement CRADA 
Data Management Plan DMP 
Historically Underutilized Business Zone HUBZone 
Indirect Costs IDC 
National Institute of Food and Agriculture NIFA 
National Program Leader NPL 
Project Director PD 
Project Narrative PN 
Project Summary PS 
Research and Development R&D 
Request for Application RFA 
Research and Development R&D 
Research, Education, and Economics REE 
Small Business Administration SBA 
Small Business Concern SBC 
Technical and Business Assistance TABA 
United States Department of Agriculture USDA 
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APPENDIX III: DEFINITIONS 

Refer to 7 CFR 3430 Competitive and Noncompetitive Non-formula Federal Assistance 
Programs – General Award Administrative Provisions for additional definitions.  
 

Terms Definitions 
Continuation Award An award instrument by which NIFA agrees to support a 

specified level of effort for a predetermined period of time 
with a statement of intention to provide additional support 
at a future date, provided that performance has been 
satisfactory, appropriations are available for this purpose, 
and continued support would be in the best interest of the 
federal government and the public. 

Matching The process through which a grant recipient match 
awarded USDA funds with cash and in-kind contributions 
on a dollar-for-dollar basis. The matching funds must 
derive from non-Federal sources.  

New Application An application not previously submitted to a program.  
Renewal Application A project application that seeks additional funding for a 

project beyond the period that was approved in an original 
or amended award. 

Resubmitted Application  A project application that was previously submitted to a 
program, but the application was not funded. 

Resubmitted Renewal 
Application 

A project application that requests additional funding for a 
project beyond the period that was approved in the original 
award. This is an application that had previously been 
submitted for renewal to but not funded. 

 

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?c=ecfr&SID=2a6f6bfbef4c918616eebe5353d0793c&rgn=div5&view=text&node=7:15.1.12.2.13&idno=7#7:15.1.12.2.13.1.17.2
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